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Fade In: 1 INT. BOARDING SCHOOL -- NIGHT In the corridor of a boarding school. It is empty and quiet. 
Footsteps are heard and a SCHOOLMASTER walks past the camera, down the corridor. He is checking 
whether all the students are asleep in their rooms. As he walks past a room, we reveal an eye peeping out, 
then a face. This is ROHAN. About sixteen years old. He waits till the schoolmaster has reached the end of the 
corridor and turned off down another one. He slowly comes out of his room. Another boy follows him out. This 
is ANURAG. They sneak down the corridor and give a coded knock on another door. Two more boys, BENOY 
and VIKRAM, come out of their room. All are wearing casual clothes. The four of them tiptoe down the corridor, 
down another one and come up to a closed door. Anurag opens it slightly and peeks out. His POV: The empty 
school yard. Satisfying themselves that the coast is clear, they open the door. CUT TO: 2 EXT. BOARDING 
SCHOOL -- NIGHT One by one, they come out into the open, very careful not to let the door slam back into 
place. They sit next to a pillar and scan the grounds. Around them, the imposing façade of the boarding school. 
All the windows are dark, except for one. They see a figure walking around in that window. ANURAG Rathod's 
awake... They watch the window. The light stays on. BENOY So what’s the name of the film? VIKRAM Kanpur 
ki Kali... All the boys laugh under their breath.  

2. VIKRAM I’m serious... it’s a superhit in Bihar. ANURAG Now I’m really dying to see it... (looks up at the 
window) Damn this Rathod... we’re going to be late. They watch the light again. BENOY It's cold... ROHAN You 
guys want to hear my new poem? They turn to him expectantly as he takes out a piece of paper from his 
pocket. Rohan recites a poem about a bird in flight. All the boys listen carefully. When Rohan finishes the poem 
everyone is quiet. VIKRAM That’s beautiful... The others murmur their approval. A visibly proud Rohan folds 
the paper and puts it in his pocket. He looks at Rathod’s window. The light is off. ROHAN Let’s go... One by 
one, they come out from behind the pillar and sneak across the ground till they come to a wall. And one by one, 
they scale the wall. Rohan is the last to jump. He does so and the boys start running. CUT TO: 3 INT. CINEMA 
HALL -- NIGHT A b-grade film in progress in a b-grade cinema. The boys sit in the first row. Like the rest of the 
audience, they shout at the screen, hurl abuses at the villains and whistle when the actress comes on screen. 
Around them, people drink and smoke. There are no rules here. Rohan takes out a cigarette and lights it. He 
passes it on to Vikram, who takes a drag and passes it on to Anurag who passes it to Benoy, who refuses. 
They all look at him like he was crazy.  

3. Benoy shrugs, goes back to concentrating on the film. The cigarette makes it’s way back to Rohan. While 
Vikram is passing the cigarette to Rohan, he notices something beyond him. He nudges Rohan. They look in 
that direction. Their POV: A few rows down, a MAN and a WOMAN locked in an embrace. VIKRAM Look at 
that goon... His wife sleeping at home and he’s the king of the town. He whistles provocatively. The man 
ignores them. Vikram whistles again. The man turns to look at them. Vikram and Rohan freeze. They 
immediately get up and drag Anurag out of his chair. ANURAG What? They point. Anurag looks towards the 
man who’s walking towards him. ANURAG Rathod!? He pulls Benoy, who shrugs him off and refuses to take 
his eyes off the screen. Anruag forcefully turns Benoy’s face in Rathod’s direction. Benoy’s eyes widen and he 
leaps out of the chair. CUT TO: 4 EXT. STREETS -- NIGHT The boys running back at full speed. BENOY What 
the hell was he doing there? ROHAN Isn’t it obvious? VIKRAM Bastard... Ruined the film… They’re panting 
now. BENOY We’re in big trouble... ANURAG No we’re not... If we can make it back to school before him we’ll 
be fine. (MORE)   
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4. ANURAG (CONT'D) Once we’re in our rooms he won’t be able to prove anything. Suddenly Vikram trips and 
falls on the ground, hard. The others stop running. They walk back to Vikram, who’s writhing in pain on the 
ground. BENOY What happened? VIKRAM Nothing... you guys carry on... ROHAN You sure? Vikram nods 
bravely, but they can see that he’s in a lot of pain. Anruag kneels next to him. ANURAG Let me see... He holds 
Vikram’s ankle. Vikram almost jumps up from the pain. ANURAG You’ve twisted your ankle... BENOY Shit... 
now? Everyone is silent. ANURAG (softly) Rathod will be reaching school soon... He looks around. Everyone 
understands the implications. Nobody wants to state the obvious. VIKRAM (bravely) Go on guys. I'll make my 
way back. ROHAN Don’t be such a martyr... We can’t leave you here... you’ll freeze to death before someone 
finds you... VIKRAM You'll be expelled. Get back before Rathod does... ANURAG Rohan's right... Fuck it... 
whatever happens will happen... We’re not going...  

5. He looks at Rohan, who nods. They look at Benoy, who’s lost in his thoughts. ANURAG Do we agree 
Benoy? BENOY Of course... (sheepish) I was just wondering whether we should go back and see the film... I 
mean, since we’re going to be in trouble and all that... ANURAG You dirty rat... They all help Vikram to his feet. 
BENOY It was a good film... VIKRAM You were enjoying it the most... we should have left you back there... you 
and Rathod... buddies... Anurag and Rohan laugh. BENOY Oh shut up... They walk back together, Vikram 
hobbling between them. VIKRAM We’re screwed, aren’t we? ANURAG Yes we are... DISSOLVE TO: 5 INT. 
PRINCIPAL’S OFFICE WAITING ROOM -- DAY All four sit on a couch outside the principal’s office, awaiting 
their turn. Vikram’s leg is in a cast. A pair of crutches are propped up next to him. Sitting opposite them is a 
YOUNG BOY from the school, obviously sent to the principal's office for some misdemeanor. He looks pretty 
frightened. ANURAG (to the boy) What did you do? YOUNG BOY Didn't do my homework.  

6. ANURAG That's it? They sent you here for that? The boy is quiet. He looks down, then up again. YOUNG 
BOY What did you do? ANURAG We went to see a movie last night... The boy's jaw drops. This is serious. 
YOUNG BOY Then? ANURAG We got caught. YOUNG BOY Now? Anurag shrugs. YOUNG BOY Won't your 
parents be angry? The sound of crying is heard. It is Vikram. ANURAG Oh yes... Vikram's father will probably 
kill him... Vikram carries on crying. ANURAG Benoy's father will wail and beat his chest and curse the day he 
was born. All his brothers are Phd's you see... and Benoy is the black sheep of the family. Vikram's crying gets 
louder. ANURAG I'm lucky... My father won't even notice I'm home. He'll be reading the paper when I get in and 
will still be reading the paper when I go out again. My mother's so tired of him she'll be happy to see me. The 
young boy smiles, then looks at Rohan, who's lost in his own world, oblivious to the conversation. YOUNG 
BOY What about him? Anurag looks at Rohan, unsure if he should say anything. ANURAG Rohan?  

7. Rohan looks at Anurag, snapping out of it. ROHAN Hmmm? ANURAG He's asking you what your father will 
do... ROHAN I haven't seen my father in eight years... YOUNG BOY (puzzled) Why? ROHAN Because I 
haven’t been home for eight years. Ever since my mother died... My father told the school authorities to keep 
me here through vacations. And he hasn’t come to meet me even once... (a beat) I have no clue how he’s 
going to react... There is silence. Even Vikram has stopped crying. CUT TO: 6 INT. PRINCIPAL’S OFFICE -- 
DAY All four stand in front an imposing desk. The PRINCIPAL stands behind the desk. He is a stern man, not 
loud, but very effective. PRINCIPAL What do you have to say for yourselves? No answer coming from the 
boys. PRINCIPAL First you twist the classroom fans out of shape. Then you leave the water running in the 
bathroom and we have to evacuate the whole school. Anurag has a hint of a smile on his face. The principal 
catches it. PRINCIPAL It isn't funny Anurag... not this time. You guys are a bad influence on the rest of the 
students. This was the third warning for all of you. And this time I'm afraid I have no other option but to expel 
you... You will be sent home immediately. Your parents have been notified and are expecting you. An escort 
from the school will take you by train to your respective cities and you will be handed over to your parents...  

8. He looks at the boys, sighs and sits in his chair. PRINCIPAL Why would you do something like this? He 
scans the boys faces. There’s no answer coming. PRINCIPAL I would have expected something like this from 
Anurag and Vikram... but Benoy? How could you? Your brothers are all geniuses... And Rohan? Your father is 
an old student here. He’s a proud man. He’s going to be shattered... You’re old enough to be responsible, not 
display the kind of behaviour you did. Vikram starts crying again. PRINCIPAL Dismissed, all of you. They start 
to leave and file out of the door one by one. PRINCIPAL Rohan... Rohan stops at the door. PRINCIPAL I'm 
sorry... Rohan nods. He walks out. After a second, Anurag pokes his head back inside. ANURAG Excuse me 
sir? The principal looks up questioningly. ANURAG I think you should ask Mr. Rathod who the woman with him 
in the theatre was... Before the principal can reply, Anurag shuts the door. CUT TO: 7 INT. DORM ROOM -- 
DAY All the boys are in Rohan’s room. Rohan’s packing his trunk. VIKRAM What time’s your train? ROHAN 
Two. Yours?   



9. VIKRAM It’s at four. ROHAN Atleast all of you get to travel back home together... He looks around the room, 
to check if he’s forgotten anything and also because it’s the last time he will be seeing the room. ROHAN I 
should be going... All the boys get up. Stand next to Rohan. Nobody’s quite sure of what to say. ROHAN Too 
bad we could never open that underwear shop eh? ANURAG (smiling) There’s always time... Come to Bombay 
and we’ll do it together. ROHAN You guys take care okay... I’ll write to you. He starts dragging his trunk and 
walks out. Stops at the door and looks back at the boys again. ROHAN I’ll miss you guys... They all come 
together in a silent group hug. Rohan finally breaks away and walks out of the room. CUT TO: 8 EXT. 
BOARDING SCHOOL -- DAY Rohan walks through the school for the last time. Children in their uniforms stare 
at him, some with sympathy, some with scorn, some with envy. A SCHOOLMASTER escorts him towards a 
car. Before getting in, he looks up towards a window. He sees Anurag, Vikram and Benoy in the window. He 
tries to smile bravely. The schoolmaster gently nudges him into the car.  

10. Rohan looks back at the school as the car leaves the gates. FADE OUT: 9 EXT. COUNTRYSIDE -- DAY A 
train rumbling by countryside. In the train, Rohan sits with the schoolmaster. He is stone-faced. He looks out of 
the window at the passing country. The train starts entering the outskirts of Jamshedpur. Factories with tall 
chimnies start dotting the skyline. It's grey and gloomy. FADE OUT: 10 INT. TRAIN STATION, JAMSHEDPUR 
-- DAY The train comes to a complete halt. Rohan gets off the train, his heavy trunk behind him. The 
schoolmaster gets off behind Rohan. They look around the platform. SCHOOLMASTER Is your father here? 
Rohan looks around to spot his father. He can’t see him at first, and then finally spots him. His POV: His father 
BHAIRAV, lean and tough. He is standing at the end of the platform, leaning against a wall, lighting a cigarette. 
His eyes meet Rohan’s. It is a chilling moment. Rohan starts dragging his trunk down the platform towards his 
father. The schoolmaster follows. When Rohan finally reaches his father they stand face to face, looking at 
each other, gauging each other. BHAIRAV How are you? ROHAN Okay... Bhairav nods. Thinks of something 
to say. Deciding against it, he starts walking out of the station. Rohan and the Schoolmaster follow. CUT TO  

11. 11 EXT. TRAIN STATION -- DAY Rohan reaches the car his father is standing at. The boot is open. Rohan 
starts to hoist his big trunk inside with some difficulty. Bhairav helps him. They get it inside. Bhairav shuts the 
boot and gets into the car. Rohan walks towards the passenger side. On the way, he passes the schoolmaster, 
who shakes his hand. SCHOOLMASTER Good luck... Rohan nods. He gets into the car. Bhairav starts the car. 
The engine rolls over a few times. After a few seconds it finally starts. They go off. CUT TO: 12 INT. 
BHAIRAV’S CAR -- DAY Bhairav drives in silence. Rohan looks out of the window, not even attempting to look 
at Bhairav. He watches the city - takes in the sights after being away for years. CUT TO: 13 EXT / INT. 
BHAIRAV’S HOUSE -- DAY The car comes to a stop outside a house. Rohan slowly gets out of the car and 
stares at the house. What might have been pretty and presentable before is now almost broken down. Paint is 
peeling off the walls, the swing in the garden is broken. BHAIRAV (O.S.) There's something I have to tell you. 
Rohan turns to his father, who's also out of the car. BHAIRAV A couple of years after your mother died, I 
married again. But... Rohan waits expectantly. Bhairav looks away.  

12. BHAIRAV It didn't quite work out... She left me a couple of years ago. But we did have a son. His name is 
Arjun. He's about 6 years old. You'll be meeting him now... Bhairav looks into Rohan's eyes. They keep looking 
at each other, awkward. Finally Bhairav breaks the gaze. He opens the boot of the car. Leaving it that way, he 
walks straight inside the house. Rohan begins to pull his trunk out of the boot. He drags the trunk into the 
entrance and begins to haul it up the steps, alone. It's hard work. On the way up, he passes old photographs of 
himself as a baby, faded prints of his mother and father when they were young. Panting, he finally reaches the 
top of the stairs. He looks around the house. It looks drab. Seems like a woman hasn’t been in there in ages. 
The furniture is dull, with old upholstery. He drags the trunk into his old room. The room is almost bare. A single 
bed lies in the centre. Dropping the trunk, Rohan sits on the bed for a breather. The bathroom door opens and 
a LITTLE BOY of about six steps out. He has longish hair and a very scruffy look about him. Rohan stares at 
him. The boy stares back at Rohan. BHAIRAV (O.S.) That’s Arjun... Rohan turns to look. Bhairav enters the 
room with a mattress and dumps it on the floor. BHAIRAV (to Arjun) This is your brother Rohan. He’s going to 
be sharing the room with you from now on... Arjun stares at Rohan. BHAIRAV One of you will sleep on the bed 
and one on the floor. Decide who does what between yourselves. Bhairav walks out of the room. They hear his 
voice calling out. BHAIRAV (O.S) We’re going to Jimmy’s house for dinner... Be ready in two hours.   



13. Arjun sits on the bed next to Rohan. ARJUN The bed is mine. Rohan doesn’t reply. He opens his trunk, 
starts taking his stuff out. An intrigued Arjun comes closer and sees all the stuff coming out of the trunk. 
Clothes, books, shoes, an old football, an old photo. Rohan starts putting stuff into cupboards and drawers. 
ARJUN Those are mine... Rohan turns to Arjun, speaks calmly but firmly. ROHAN Listen pipsqueak. I used to 
live in this room before you were born. And now that I’m back, this is my room again. Is that clear? Arjun 
doesn’t say anything. Rohan continues with shoving His stuff into the cupboard. Arjun spies a Superman action 
figure that has come out of Rohan’s trunk and picks it up. He starts fiddling with it. Rohan notices. He 
immediately comes across and takes it out of Arjun’s hands. Rohan puts the figure inside the cupboard and 
slams the door shut. CUT TO: 14 INT. BHAIRAV’S HOUSE -- NIGHT Bhairav picks the car keys off the holder 
on the wall. He's ready to go. BHAIRAV (calling out) Come on... we're getting late. He switches a couple of 
lights off in the living room. Arjun appears before him, also ready to go. BHAIRAV Where's Rohan? ARJUN 
Inside...  

14. BHAIRAV Call him... Bhairav walks out. Arjun goes towards the room. CUT TO: 15 INT. BHIARAV’S 
HOUSE - ROHAN'S ROOM -- NIGHT Rohan is making his hair in the mirror. He is showered and ready. Arjun 
appears at the door. Rohan ignores him. ARJUN Sir’s calling. ROHAN Sir? Arjun doesn’t say anything. ROHAN 
Tell ‘Sir’ I’m coming. Arjun leaves. CUT TO: 16 INT. BHAIRAV’S HOUSE -- NIGHT Arjun runs down the 
staircase. CUT TO: 17 EXT. BHAIRAV’S HOUSE -- NIGHT Bhairav is starting the car. It rolls over, doesn't start 
immediately. Arjun walks up to the car, gets into the back seat. Bhairav still tries to start the car. BHAIRAV 
Where's Rohan? ARJUN He's coming. Bhairav blows on the horn a couple of times. Arjun watches him, waits 
for Rohan to turn up. The car finally starts but no sign of Rohan. 

15. BHAIRAV Arjun, go tell him we're getting late and I'm getting very angry now... Arjun gets out of the car. 
CUT TO: 18 INT. BHAIRAV’S HOUSE -- NIGHT Arjun runs up the staircase. 19 INT. BHIARAV’S HOUSE - 
ROHAN'S ROOM -- NIGHT Rohan is still combing his hair. He hears the honking but ignores it. Arjun appears 
in the doorway again. ROHAN I’m coming... Arjun still doesn’t leave. Rohan turns to see Arjun at the door. He 
can make out a slightly frightened look on Arjun’s face. ARJUN He’s getting red in the face... Rohan looks at 
Arjun, puts his brush down and walks out of the room. CUT TO: 20 EXT. BHAIRAV’S HOUSE -- NIGHT Rohan 
and Arjun walk out of the house. Bhairav is already waiting in the car. The engine is running. He's quite 
irritated. Both Arjun and Rohan walk towards the back seat of the car, neither wanting to sit in front with 
Bhairav. There is a bit of a standoff, then Rohan pushes Arjun to the front door and gets in the back. Arjun 
meekly gets in the front. Bhairav looks at Rohan sitting in the back. BHAIRAV What took you so long? ROHAN 
I was making my hair.  

16. BHAIRAV I've been waiting out here for ten minutes... Rohan doesn't reply. Bhairav puts the car in gear. 
They go off. CUT TO: 21 INT. BHAIRAV’S CAR -- NIGHT They drive in silence. Arjun sits as far away as 
possible from Bhairav. CUT TO: 22 INT / EXT. JIMMY’S HOUSE -- NIGHT The door to Jimmy’s house opens. 
They are greeted by JIMMY and RASHMI. Jimmy is Bhairav’s older brother and is the absolute opposite of 
Bhairav. He’s chubby and extremely friendly. His wife, Rashmi, is an equally pleasant looking woman. Bhairav 
says a cursory hello to both of them, heads straight towards the bar and makes himself a drink. Jimmy gives 
Rohan a big hug. JIMMY Rohan! So nice to see you. Rashmi also walks up to Rohan and gives him a hug. She 
whispers in his ear. RASHMI Welcome home... She smiles warmly at Rohan, a genuine smile. Rohan smiles 
back. It’s the first time we’ve seen him smile since the beginning of the film. Jimmy leads Rohan into the house 
and talks to him softly. JIMMY Heard you were a bad boy at school... Rohan gives Jimmy a wry smile. JIMMY 
What happened? ROHAN I went to see a film with friends. JIMMY At Oscar cinema?  

17. Rohan nods. JIMMY I used to see a hell of a lot of films there... Good film? ROHAN Don’t know... we had to 
run. JIMMY What was it called? ROHAN Kanpur ki Kail. JIMMY Sounds fantastic... CUT TO: 23 INT. JIMMY’S 
HOUSE - DINING ROOM -- NIGHT Rohan digs into his food. He notices that Arjun is just picking at his plate, 
hardly eating. Bhairav is still drinking and watching Rohan with a keen eye. JIMMY What plans now Rohan? 
ROHAN College. JIMMY What branch? ROHAN The Arts. JIMMY Really? Why not science? ROHAN I want to 
be a writer. Bhairav snorts audibly. BHAIRAV What are you asking him for? He’s going to study engineering 
and start working in the office... JIMMY But Bhairav, he said he wants to study the arts and be a writer... what’s 
wrong with that?   



18. BHAIRAV I’ll tell you what’s wrong with that. It’s a bullshit career option. Writers make no money, they 
never did... they end up blind and destitute on street corners... That’s not true. who have money. JIMMY There 
are a lot of writers 

BHAIRAV They were rich to begin with. He’s not... If Rohan thinks I’m going to give him money to be a writer 
then he’s mistaken. If he’s staying in the house, he’s going to live life my way. He’s going to join the family 
business. ROHAN But I don’t want to join the family business… BHAIRAV I didn’t ask for your opinion. Bhairav 
is ice-cold. burning. Rohan stares back at him, his eyes 

BHAIRAV Lower your eyes kid, or I’ll whack you. Rohan looks away. BHAIRAV Have you ever seen this kind of 
insolence Jimmy? If we did that in front of our father, he would have killed us. He turns to Rohan. BHAIRAV Do 
you know what my father would have done to me if I had got thrown out of the best school in the country? 
Rohan looks at him. BHAIRAV He wouldn’t have let me enter the house. He would have made me stay out on 
the streets till I had proved that I could have stood on my own two feet... That’s the kind of man my father was. 
He would never have stood for this kind of nonsense... and that's the way you're going to be treated from now 
on... ROHAN At least he would have met you once in eight years...  

19. Everyone at the table is stunned into silence. Even Arjun stops playing with his plate. Bhairav suddenly 
rises and moves towards Rohan menacingly. Jimmy also gets up and immediately goes to stop Bhairav. 
JIMMY Calm down, Bhairav... calm down. He didn’t mean that... Rohan gets up and walks out of the room. 
Bhairav is enraged. He shakes Jimmy off him and goes out after Rohan. Jimmy follows them. CUT TO: 24 
EXT. JIMMY’S HOUSE -- CONTINUOUS Rohan walks out into the garden followed by Bhairav and Jimmy. 
BHAIRAV (calling out) Who the hell do you think you are? Coming back here and telling me what I did or didn't 
do... Bhairav reaches Rohan and pushes him forward. Rohan whips around. His eyes are burning as well. He 
pushes Bhairav back. BHAIRAV You want to fight with me eh? Rohan doesn't reply. Bhairav lunges for him and 
the two of them wrestle their way to the ground. Jimmy reaches them by then, huffing away. JIMMY Stop stop... 
please stop. He tries to separate them but they're going for it. Jimmy finally manages to grab a hold of Bhairav 
and pull him off Rohan, who also stands up. Father and son face off to each other. ROHAN I meant everything 
I said... You abandoned me. For eight years.  

20. BHAIRAV I did it for you... I did it to make you stronger. To make you face up to reality. ROHAN That's 
crap... Bhairav is about to go for Rohan again but Jimmy holds him tight this time. JIMMY Easy easy... stop 
fighting... both of you... Rohan and Bhairav stare at each other, breathing hard. JIMMY It's okay... everyone's 
angry here, it's been a long time... but this is the first night we're all here together and let's not screw it up 
alright? We're family... let's act like family. (to Rohan) Now give your father a hug and let's forget about this... 
Rohan doesn't budge. He looks away. Bhairav takes a long last look at him and walks back into the house. 
Jimmy watches him go, shakes his head sadly. He turns to Rohan. JIMMY You were a bit harsh on him... 
ROHAN He deserves it... JIMMY Come on Rohan, he's your father. Rohan snorts. ROHAN What father? 
Disappears for eight years, then re-appears and tells me I have to do exactly as he pleases? I’m not going to 
join the family business! I’ll clean bathrooms for the rest of my life but I won’t work for him... JIMMY You'll have 
to! There is no way he's going to let you be a writer, no matter what you do... ROHAN Why not?  

21. JIMMY Because that's the way he thinks. That's the way he's been made to think all his life. He's had it 
rough. Having a secure job is everything to him. He doesn't want you to go through what he had to... ROHAN 
But I won't... Jimmy smiles. JIMMY I'm sure you won't... I trust you and I know what you can do. But you have 
to be able to stand on your own two feet first my young friend... Rohan breathes out in frustration. Jimmy puts 
his arm around Rohan. They start walking back to the house. JIMMY Every father wants his son to take after 
him Rohan, you know that. He only wants to feel proud about you, that’s all. You have to give him a chance... 
Rohan looks away. Slowly nods. 

JIMMY Now come on, I'm really hungry. You can't deny a fat man his food... They go inside the house. CUT 
TO: 25 EXT. STREETS -- NIGHT Bhairav, Rohan and Arjun drive home. Bhairav and Arjun in the front, Rohan 
at the back. Arjun is asleep. CUT TO: 26 EXT. BHAIRAV’S HOUSE -- NIGHT Bhairav gets out of the car. 
BHAIRAV Bring Arjun inside... He walks off into the house. Rohan reluctantly opens the front door and tries to 
wake Arjun up. Arjun refuses to wake up. Rohan carries Arjun out of the car and hoists him on his shoulder. So 
does Rohan.   



22. He shuts the car door and starts walking towards the house. Arjun puts his arms around Rohan’s neck. 
Rohan doesn’t know how to react to this. CUT TO: 27 INT. BHAIRAV’S HOUSE - ROHAN'S ROOM -- NIGHT 
Rohan places Arjun gently down on the bed. Arjun immediately turns on to his stomach and carries on 
sleeping. Rohan watches him sleep. He hears Bhairav’s voice behind him. BHAIRAV (O.S.) I want to talk to 
you. Rohan nods, doesn’t turn around. He closes his eyes for a second. CUT TO: 28 INT. BHAIRAV’S HOUSE 
-- NIGHT Rohan stands in front of Bhairav in the living room. Bhairav talks to him calmly, in a low but 
authoritative voice BHAIRAV There are some things I want to make clear to you... you are now living in my 
house and my rules follow here. First of all, you will call me sir. Not dad or daddy or papa... Rohan nods. 
BHAIRAV I will not have the kind of indiscipline and back-answering I saw at Jimmy’s house. I am your father 
after all and I deserve some repect. You will always speak to me in a calm manner, without raising your voice… 
Is that understood? ROHAN Yes. BHAIRAV Yes what? ROHAN Yes sir... BHAIRAV I don’t care if you want to 
be a writer. (MORE)  

23. BHAIRAV (CONT'D) I don't care about your silly dreams and notions. I want you to have your feet firmly on 
the ground and the only way to do that is to work. And work hard... ROHAN Yes sir... BHAIRAV We'll go to the 
office together tomorrow. You will work till lunch time. I've already had you enrolled in the engineering college. 
Classes run through the afternoon till the evening. You will attend all of them. Is that understood? ROHAN Yes 
sir... Bhairav comes closer to Rohan. BHAIRAV I don't hate you Rohan. You might think I do but I don't. I'm 
only doing this for your own good... Rohan doesn't say anything. Bhairav walks out of the living room. Rohan is 
left alone. CUT TO: 29 INT. BHAIRAV’S HOUSE - ROHAN'S ROOM -- NIGHT Rohan walks into the bedroom. 
Arjun lies on the bed and watches him as he places a sheet on the mattress. ARJUN Did he shout at you? 
Rohan doesn’t say anything. He lies down on the mattress and turns away from Arjun. ARJUN He always 
shouts at me... Rohan’s eyes are open. ARJUN He even beats me sometimes... Rohan shuts his eyes. FADE 
OUT:  

24. FADE IN: 30 INT. BHAIRAV’S HOUSE -- MORNING Bhairav silently works out - push ups, sit ups, squats. 
We only hear the sound of his breathing. CUT TO: He walks into the boys room and pulls the covers off them. 
BHAIRAV Come on lazybones... time for jogging. Rohan can’t believe his ears. He looks at his watch: it’s six in 
the morning. CUT TO: 31 EXT. BHAIRAV’S HOUSE -- MORNING Rohan comes out of the house. The sun is 
just about rising. Bhairav is waiting, already jogging on the spot. Arjun also pretends to be limbering up. 
BHAIRAV Come on come on... it's a beautiful day. Let's go... (indicating the route) We’ll jog from here all 
around the area and then when we come to the top of the road you and me will race to the house... ROHAN 
Why? I don't want to race you... But Bhairav has already started running. Arjun follows. Left behind, Rohan 
begins as well. CUT TO: 32 EXT. STREETS -- MORNING Bhairav, Rohan and Arjun jog on the streets. 
Bhairav leads the way, followed by Rohan. Arjun lags behind, quite out of breath. Rohan watches him worriedly 
but doesn’t say anything. It's a crisp morning. Few other joggers and walkers. Bhairav seems to be a familiar 
sight in the mornings. Some people say hello as they go by. Bhairav returns the greetings merrily.  

25. Rohan comes to the top of the street that leads to their house. Bhairav is waiting for him. As soon as Rohan 
catches up, both of them break out into a full speed race. Rohan keeps up with Bhairav initially but gradually 
loses ground. Bhairav beats him well and good. They reach the house and Rohan doubles over, catching his 
breath. Bhairav looks like he can do another round. He's almost beaming with energy. BHAIRAV You should be 
ashamed. Losing a race to your father... Disgraceful! Bhairav goes into the house. Rohan collapses to the 
ground. Arjun reaches the house just then, looks at Rohan on the floor and mimics his father. ARJUN 
Disgraceful! CUT TO: 33 INT. BHAIRAV’S HOUSE -- MORNING Rohan is combing his hair. He hears the car 
honking outside. Ignores it. He then hears Arjun running up the steps towards the room. Rohan carries on 
combing his hair calmly. Arjun comes to the door, waits. Rohan sees that he’s in his school uniform. And he 
looks nervous. The car continues honking. Feeling slightly sorry for Arjun, Rohan puts his comb down and 
starts walking out. Arjun races off down the stairs. CUT TO: 34 EXT. BHAIRAV’S HOUSE -- MORNING They 
come out of the house. Rohan follows nonchalantly. Arjun races towards the car. 

Arjun runs straight to the back door and gets in, leaving Rohan with no choice but to sit in front with Bhairav. He 
shoots Arjun a dark look and gets into the car.   



26. BHAIRAV You’re five minutes late. ROHAN I was combing my hair. Bhairav then notices Rohan’s T-shirt. It 
has a large "Who gives a %@$#" sign on it. BHAIRAV What the hell is that? ROHAN I don’t have any other 
clothes... BHAIRAV You can’t dress like that for office... ROHAN But I have nothing else... BHAIRAV Go get a 
shirt from my cupboard... Rohan sighs, exasperated. He gets out of the car, walks to the house. BHAIRAV And 
hurry up, we’re late... CUT TO: 35 EXT. STREETS -- DAY They drive in the car. Total silence. Rohan’s wearing 
one of Bhairav’s striped shirts. It’s too large for him. CUT TO: 36 EXT. ARJUN’S SCHOOL -- DAY Arjun gets 
out of the car. BHAIRAV Be good... Arjun nods and walks into his school. Bhairav drives off. CUT TO: 37 INT. 
BHAIRAV’S CAR -- DAY They drive to the office. Rohan looks out of the window.  

27. They've entered the industrial belt of the city. Factories, chimneys, trucks... CUT TO: 38 INT. BHAIRAV’S 
OFFICE -- DAY Rohan follows Bhairav into the office. All around them, people working at desks and 
computers. Bhairav walks towards his cabin. Rohan follows, feeling everyone’s eyes on him. Bhairav reaches 
his cabin door and then turns towards the people. BHAIRAV Can I have everyone’s attention please? The 
whole office turns to watch Bhairav and Rohan. Rohan feels very uncomfortable. BHAIRAV This is my son 
Rohan. As most of you know, he’s been away at boarding school and now he’s back for good. He will be joining 
the company from today... (looks at Rohan) It makes me very proud that my son will be working here at RP. As 
most of you know, it's a company that I've built up from scratch. Hopefully, by working hard and efficiently he 
will become a co-worker all of us can be proud of and look up to. (to all) At the same time I would request all of 
you to treat him like any other colleague. Please don’t give him any special treatment just because he’s my 
son. If you feel the need to complain about him, feel free to do so. If he’s not performing according to the 
standards that are laid down, you are welcome to come and tell me. He’s here to work as one of us and it is our 
responsibility to see that he does... Rohan looks at the floor. He doesn’t let his eyes meet anyone’s. He hears 
Bhairav call out. BHAIRAV Mr. Rao... CUT TO: A small balding man, Mr. Rao, brings Rohan to a small desk 
with a computer.  

28. RAO This will be your desk. Rohan slumps into the chair. ROHAN What do you want me to do? RAO Let 
me tell you a little about the way things work here... we have a designing unit that makes the designs for sinks 
and commodes... Then the boss decides which style he likes and a prototype is made. Then the prototype is 
tested... With the sink, we test the height, how the water flows in the basin, the durability... and with commodes, 
we test the water flow and the comfort level... ROHAN How do you do that? RAO By sitting on it of course... 
Rohan holds his tongue, not knowing whether he should laugh. RAO Then once everything has been 
approved, we start marketing the new models at shops. When they like it, they give us orders. Based on those 
numbers, we start manufacturing and delivering. It’s very simple... ROHAN So what do you want me to do? 
RAO I’d like you to go through these orders here. Make out lists of how many numbers of the dolphin we need 
to deliver per city... ROHAN What’s the dolphin? RAO It’s out newest type of commode. It’s a big hit... Rao 
walks away. Rohan picks up a sheet of paper, looks at it. He places it back on the desk and holds his head in 
his hands. CUT TO:  

29. Rohan works on the computer. He looks at his watch. 11am. He shakes his head in frustration and carries 
on typing. CUT TO: Close-Up of Rohan’s watch. The seconds count down to one pm. He looks at it. As soon as 
it’s exactly one pm, Rohan gets out of his seat and makes for Bhairav's cabin. He knocks and enters. Bhairav is 
at his desk, looking at some papers. Rohan clears his throat. Bhairav doesn't look up. ROHAN Sir? BHAIRAV 
(still looking down) Hmmm? ROHAN It's time to go to college? Bhairav looks up at Rohan, then at his watch. 
He opens a drawer in his desk, takes out some papers and hands them to Rohan. BHAIRAV Your college 
papers... Will you find your way? ROHAN Yes... Bhairav nods and goes back to his paperwork. Rohan waits for 
some kind of reaction but there's none coming. He makes his way out of the cabin. CUT TO: 39 INT. 
BHAIRAV’S OFFICE / STAIRWELL -- CONTINUOUS Rohan comes out of the office and starts running down 
the steps, two at a time, taking off Bhairav’s shirt to reveal his t-shirt below.  

30. He hums the Superman theme tune. CUT TO: 40 INT. BUS -- DAY Rohan takes a bus to college. CUT TO: 
41 INT / EXT. COLLEGE -- DAY Rohan walks through a crowd of college students: Girls, boys, studs, earrings, 
cell phones, laughing, chatting... the ultimate in cool. He walks over to his class and peeps inside. His POV: 
Only three students in a big classroom. And all of them seem to be falling asleep. He decides not to go in and 
makes his way to the canteen. All around him are college students, most of them bunking classes. He buys 
himself a drink and sits at a table. He overhears snatches of conversation from the next table: "We’ll go and 
see a movie tonight..." "How about going to the pub..." "Forget going to class... the teachers are useless" He 
looks outside the canteen. His POV: A bunch of boys, much older than the other college students, sit around in 
a group. They are smoking cigarettes. Rohan keeps looking at one boy, a slightly thin bearded guy. He’s the 



centre of the circle, the one talking and laughing the most. The king of the circle. Rohan looks at him for a while 
and then gets up. CUT TO: 42 INT. BHAIRAV’S HOUSE -- EVENING Rohan walks into the house and makes 
his way up the stairs. He enters his room and catches Arjun in the act of flying his Superman action figure. 
Arjun sees him come in and reluctantly lowers his flying arm.  

31. As Rohan watches, he takes the action figure and quietly puts it back in the cupboard. Arjun then goes 
back to his desk and pretends to do homework. CUT TO: 43 EXT. BHAIRAV’S HOUSE -- EVENING Rohan sits 
on the steps of his house. He watches the world go by. CUT TO: 44 INT. BHAIRAV’S HOUSE - ROHAN'S 
ROOM -- EVENING Bhairav is with Arjun, checking his homework. BHAIRAV What's 2 x 4? ARJUN 8. 
BHAIRAV Good. What's 2 x 6? ARJUN 12. BHAIRAV What’s 2 x 8? Arjun isn't concentrating. ARJUN 14. 
Rohan walks in just then. Bhairav doesn't notice him. BHAIRAV No it's not... tell me, what is 2 x 8? ARJUN 18? 
Without warning, Bhairav whacks Arjun on the back of the head. BHAIRAV What is 2 x 8? Arjun holds his head 
where Bhairav hit him. He refuses to answer the question. BHAIRAV What is 2 x 8 Arjun?  

32. Arjun refuses to answer. BHAIRAV Don't make me hit you again... Arjun still doesn’t answer. Bhairav stares 
at him. Rohan’s eyes meet Arjun’s. He can see Arjun’s pride is hurt with the beating. BHAIRAV Come on... 
what is 2 x 8? ARJUN 16. BHAIRAV 2 x 9? ARJUN 18. BHAIRAV 3 x 6? ARJUN 18. Bhairav stares at Arjun for 
a bit, then gets up. BHAIRAV Finish the rest of your homework. He passes Rohan just outside the door. 
BHAIRAV (without stopping) How was college? ROHAN Fine... Bhairav walks off into his room and shuts the 
door. Rohan walks into the room and looks at Arjun, who's immersed in his book. ROHAN If you knew the 
answer why were you trying his patience? Arjun doesn't answer. Rohan doesn't push it. CUT TO:  

33. 45 INT. BHAIRAV’S HOUSE -- NIGHT Rohan sits with Bhairav in the living room, watching TV. Both are 
ready to go out. Bhairav, who’s drinking, looks at his watch. BHAIRAV Go see if Arjun’s ready. Rohan gets up 
and climbs the stairs. He peeps into his room and hears the shower running. He’s about to go back down when 
he notices the door to Bhairav’s room is open. Silently, he enters the room. He walks towards Bhairav’s 
cupboard and opens it. There’s a bundle of money lying on the top. Rohan takes out a couple of notes and 
pockets them. Quickly shutting the cupboard, he leaves the room. He peeps into his room again. Arjun is out of 
the shower, draped in his towel. Rohan sees how thin and undernourished Arjun is. ROHAN ‘Sir’ is waiting. 
Arjun nods. Rohan goes back downstairs. He sits back down in front of the TV. ROHAN He’s coming... CUT 
TO: 46 INT / EXT. STREETS / JIMMY’S HOUSE SILENT MONTAGE Driving to Jimmy’s. Dinner. Bhairav is a 
little more relaxed. Conversation flows between him and Jimmy. Driving back. Carrying Arjun upstairs. All the 
while Rohan has something on his mind. CUT TO: NIGHT  

34. 47 INT / EXT. BHAIRAV’S HOUSE NIGHT 

Arjun is sleeping. Rohan lies on his mattress and reads a book. He looks at the clock. It’s 11pm. Rohan gets 
up, tiptoes out of his room and stands outside Bhairav’s door. He slowly opens it. It’s dark inside. He can make 
out the sound of Bhairav’s heavy rhythmic breathing. He comes back to his room, shuts the door. Opens his 
cupboard and takes out a fresh set of clothes. Changes into them. Combs his hair. Puts on his shoes. At the 
door, he looks at Arjun, who’s awake. Their eyes meet. Arjun doesn’t say anything. Rohan turns out the light. 
Near the door is a key holder. He takes out the correct set of keys. He comes down the stairs in the dark. 
Opens the main door. CUT TO: 48 EXT. BHAIRAV’S HOUSE - NIGHT Rohan comes outside and quietly shuts 
the door. He walks over to the car and opens it. Puts it into neutral and from the outside, pushes it till it is some 
distance away from the house. He gets into the car and starts it. It coughs over a few times, finally starts. 
Rohan puts it into gear and drives off. CUT TO: 49 EXT. STREETS -- NIGHT Rohan drives the car, smoking a 
cigarette. He cruises, looking for a place that he can stop and hang out. CUT TO: 50 EXT / INT. WOODCON -- 
NIGHT Rohan arrives outside a bar. He looks at it. A couple of women there, lots of men.  

35. He parks the car and gets out. CUT TO: 51 INT. WOODCON -- NIGHT He enters the bar. The place is dark 
and moody. A pool table dominates one side while the other side has a large bar area with some stools. Rohan 
walks over to the bar and sits on a stool, asks the bartender for a rum and coke. While waiting for his drink he 
checks the place out. Some couples but mostly men, sitting in groups of twos and threes. The bartender comes 
back with his drink and Rohan pays him. He starts drinking. He looks across the bar towards the pool table. His 
POV: The same boy from college playing a shot. He makes his pot and then looks directly at Rohan. Rohan 
averts his eyes immediately. The thin boy walks towards Rohan. He’s followed by two more guys, one of them 
quite fat. THIN BOY (Apu) Could we talk to you outside? He is quite drunk. ROHAN Can I finish my drink? Apu 
looks at Rohan’s drink, picks it up and gulps it down in one go. APU Now! Rohan, seeing no way out, follows 



them through the kitchen to the small courtyard behind the bar. The boys stand in front of Rohan, trying to look 
menacing. Infact, it’s not difficult to see that all of them are quite drunk. Apu leans on the other boy (Shiv) while 
the fat boy (Amber) stands close to Rohan. APU You’re new at college.  

36. ROHAN Yes... APU What’s your name? ROHAN Rohan. APU Do you know that we’re your seniors? 
ROHAN Yes... but... APU Shaddup... So do you realize that we have a right to rag you? ROHAN Here? APU 
Why not? We have a right to rag you anywhere we like. Rohan looks at them incredulously. APU So what 
should he do? SHIV The chicken dance... APU No... we’ve made everybody do that. No fun... (to Rohan) We 
want you to sing us a song. ROHAN But... Amber comes closer to Rohan. AMBER You... will... sing! Rohan 
gives up. ROHAN Which song? APU Any one. A nice one. We’re drunk and we want a nice song... Rohan 
clears his throat and starts singing a Hindi song, soft at first.  

37. AMBER Louder... Rohan sings louder. The boys sit back and listen to the song. As Rohan finishes, they all 
look at him drunkenly. APU That was terrible... You’ll now have to do a hundred sit-ups. ROHAN Wait... I have 
another song... I think you’ll like that. You want to hear it? Apu nods. 

Rohan launches into the same tune as the song he had sung, but this time with lyrics that mock the fat Amber, 
with the words ‘Motu Master’. The three boys can’t believe what they’re hearing. Amber gets incensed and 
stands in front of Rohan threateningly. Rohan soldiers on with the song. Amber is almost in his face. He 
finishes singing and waits for the fatty to hit him. But then he sees Apu and Shiv doubled up with laughter. 
Amber can’t believe his friends are laughing at him. AMBER What are you laughing at? This guy made fun of 
me! They pretend to be serious, but take one look at fatty and start laughing again. AMBER Stop it! Apu and 
Shiv continue to laugh and hoot. Rohan has a smile on his face. CUT TO: 52 INT. WOODCON NIGHT 

Rohan now sits with the boys inside the bar. Everyone sings "Motu Master" together. Apu has his arm around 
Amber, who’s smiling and shaking his head.  

38. They finish the song with a flourish. Just then drinks arrive for them. Each of them takes a glass. APU 
Where did you learn this song? ROHAN In school... We had a very fat teacher. APU Fatter than Amber? 
ROHAN Much fatter. APU Fatter than Amber’s father? AMBER Don’t say anything about my father! APU Oh 
you shut up... (to Rohan) You know what Amber’s father does? He owns a lingerie shop. The man sits there 
the whole day selling lingerie to hot women... ROHAN That’s better than my father. He makes commodes for a 
living... After a pause, all the boys laugh. ROHAN It’s true... he’s owned the company for years. RP Sanitary 
Ware. ‘The very finest in bathroom fittings’... Laughter again. ROHAN And he makes commodes called 
'dolphin', 'inferno' and 'flame'... The boys can't handle it anymore. They crack up. Rohan smiles, shakes his 
head. APU Which school were you in? ROHAN Mayo. All the boys raise their eyebrows. That’s impressive.  

39. ROHAN I got thrown out... APU So you’re back and your father is pissed and he’s making you work in the 
family commode business. But you don’t want to... ROHAN How did you know? APU Fathers are predictable... 
So what do you want to be? ROHAN A writer. APU Tell us something you’ve written. Rohan thinks. His 
drunken state isn’t helping. With a giggle, he launches into "Motu Master" CUT TO: 53 EXT. WOODCON -- 
NIGHT They pile out of the bar, quite drunk. They stand in the middle of the street, laughing. Everyone piles 
into Bhairav’s car. Amber has some difficulty fitting his frame into the back seat. The boys strike up the chant to 
"Motu Master". They cheer when Amber is finally in the car. CUT TO: 54 EXT. STREETS -- NIGHT Rohan 
drives everyone home. They sing "Motu Master" at the top of their voices. DISSOLVE TO: 55 EXT. STREETS / 
BHAIRAV’S HOUSE -- MORNING Jogging. Bhairav and Rohan race. Once again Bhairav beats Rohan at the 
race.  

40. Once again Arjun mimicks Bhairav. ARJUN Disgraceful! CUT TO: 56 EXT. BHAIRAV’S HOUSE -- 
MORNING Bhairav tries to start the car. Arjun sits in the back, ready for school. Bhairav honks the horn to call 
Rohan down. He continues to try starting the car. BHAIRAV Go get him... Arjun gets out of the car and runs 
into the house. Bhairav finally manages to start the car. He revs it, blows the horn. Still Rohan and Arjun 
haven’t come out of the house. Finally, Bhairav puts the car into gear and drives off, alone. Arjun and Rohan 
come out of the house and see Bhairav’s car making it’s way down the road. He’s left them behind. Rohan 
looks at Arjun. The kid is distraught. Rohan starts walking. Arjun follows him. CUT TO: 57 EXT. STREETS / 
ARJUN’S SCHOOL -- MORNING Rohan walks Arjun to school. Once again Arjun tries to keep pace with 
Rohan’s brisk walk. They arrive outside the school and have to cross the road. While waiting for the traffic to 
pass, Arjun unconsciously holds Rohan’s hand. When they cross the road, Rohan frees his hand from Arjun’s 



grip but guides him there with a hand on his shoulder. Arjun looks at Rohan before he enters the school gate, 
almost pleading to not be sent inside. Rohan gives him a slight push on the shoulder. Arjun enters the gates. 
Rohan watches him for a bit and then walks away. CUT TO:  

41. 58 INT. BUS -- DAY Rohan takes a crowded bus to the office. CUT TO: 59 EXT. INDUSTRIAL BELT -- 
DAY Rohan walks past factories to the office. CUT TO: 60 INT. BHAIRAV’S OFFICE -- DAY Rohan walks into 
Bhairav’s cabin. Bhairav is behind his desk, looking down and writing something. ROHAN Did you call for me? 
BHAIRAV (without looking up) Why were you late? ROHAN I had to walk Arjun to school... BHAIRAV Why 
were you late in the morning? ROHAN I was... in the bathroom. BHAIRAV Combing your hair? Rohan doesn’t 
say anything. Bhairav looks up. BHAIRAV I don’t like my employees coming late Rohan, especially when the 
employee happens to be my son. It gives me a bad name. ROHAN I was only five minutes late, so what? 
Bhairav gets up and starts walking around his desk towards Rohan. BHAIRAV So what? Rohan stands his 
ground. As he talks his voice gets louder.  

42. ROHAN Yes, so what? I was five minutes late. If you had waited in the car we would have made it on time. 
You were impatient and zoomed off... BHAIRAV Don’t raise your voice. Rohan’s voice is still high-pitched. 
ROHAN I’m not raising my voice, I’m just trying to tell you... Bhairav doesn’t let Rohan finish. He slaps him, 
very hard. Rohan holds his face. His eyes start burning. Bhairav comes closer to him and pulls his hand off the 
face. He checks the swelling. Satisfying himself, he looks at Rohan. BHAIRAV Don’t ever raise your voice in 
front of me again... Rohan stares at Bhairav. Bhairav turns and walks back to his desk. Rohan walks out of the 
cabin and towards his desk. Mr. Rao accosts him and puts some papers in his hand. RAO Those figures on the 
dolphin were excellent Rohan... Could you also do the same reports for the flame and the inferno please. Rao 
walks away. Rohan looks at the papers and then at Bhairav’s cabin. Bhairav stands at the door, looking at him. 
In a defiant gesture, Rohan places the papers on his desk and walks straight out of the office. Bhairav watches 
him leave. He's quite angry. His SECRATARY enters the room. SECRETARY There's a call from Arjun's 
school sir.. Bhairav picks up his extension. BHAIRAV Yes... hello Mrs. Batra... what did he do now... he what?  

43. Bhairav holds his head in his hand. BHAIRAV I see... Yes I'm coming... He hangs up the phone. CUT TO: 
61 EXT. RIVER -- DAY Rohan sits by the river, contemplative. CUT TO: 62 EXT. BHAIRAV’S HOUSE -- 
EVENING Rohan walks home. It is late in the evening. He sees Bhairav’s car parked outside the house. He 
walks up to the door, takes a deep breath and lets himself in. CUT TO: 63 INT. BHAIRAV’S HOUSE -- 
EVENING Bhairav sits in the living room, watching TV. Rohan walks in and stands a little distance away from 
him. ROHAN I’m sorry for what happened today. It won’t happen again. Bhairav doesn’t take his eyes off the 
TV. Rohan waits for a second longer and then walks away from Bhairav to his room. He enters his room and 
sits on the bed, starts taking off his shoes. He suddenly feels a hand grab him around his neck and yank him 
off the bed. He’s slammed into a wall. Bhairav puts his hand on Rohan’s neck and brings his face very close to 
Rohan’s. BHAIRAV I told you once and I’m telling you for the last time... This is my house. You live by my 
rules... Don’t fuck around with me. Rohan, gasping for breath, tries to get Bhairav’s hand off his neck. It doesn’t 
budge.  

44. BHAIRAV You may not respect me as a father but you better respect me anyway because I’m older than 
you, faster than you, bigger than you and stronger than you... He leaves his grip on Rohan’s neck. Rohan 
collapses to the floor and gets his breath back. BHAIRAV What happened in the office today should never 
happen again... Bhairav walks out of the room. Rohan stays on the floor, panting. Arjun comes out of the 
bathroom. Rohan sees that Arjun’s eyes are red. He looks like he’s been crying. Rohan doesn’t ask him 
anything, but Arjun himself starts talking. ARJUN Sir beat me today. Rohan smiles wryly. ROHAN Join the 
gang... Arjun sits on the bed. Rohan stays on the floor, panting. ROHAN Why did he beat you? ARJUN I kissed 
a girl in school. Rohan smiles. ARJUN She complained and sir had to bring me home. Rohan starts giggling, 
inspite of his own situation. ARJUN Why are you laughing? ROHAN But why did you kiss her? ARJUN 
Because I felt like. I didn’t think there was anything wrong. Rohan continues to giggle. Arjun can’t understand it. 
CUT TO:  

45. 64 INT. JIMMY'S HOUSE -- NIGHT Sitting around in Jimmy's living room are Jimmy, Bhairav and two 
common friends, SUNIL and ZAHID. They are having a big drinking session. Much laughter and gaeity among 
them. Jimmy regales all of them with old jokes and stories of their youth. On the dining table sit Rohan, Arjun 
and Rashmi. Arjun isn't eating again, just picking his food. Rashmi notices this and sits next to him. She starts 
feeding him. He eats now. Rohan watches Bhairav with his friends. He seems a completely different man - very 
relaxed and cheerful, with a large smile. Rohan has never seen this side of his father. CUT TO: 65 EXT. 



JIMMY’S HOUSE -- NIGHT Rohan sits outside Jimmy's house. It's quiet. The silence is broken by Jimmy 
coming out of the house with Sunil and Zahid. They bid Jimmy goodbye and leave. Jimmy notices Rohan sitting 
on the steps. JIMMY Big man... Rohan looks up, gives Jimmy a weak smile. the bruise on his face. JIMMY 
What happened to your face? ROHAN He hit me... JIMMY Why? Rohan doesn't say anything. JIMMY Come 
on, I want to show you something... CUT TO: 66 INT. JIMMY'S WORKSHOP -- NIGHT Jimmy opens the door 
to his garage. He switches on a light. Inside the garage is a make-shift workshop and the centrepiece is a 
vintage car. Rohan is impressed. Jimmy notices  

46. ROHAN What's this? JIMMY It's my new pet project. Bought it in scrap from a dealer and am trying to get it 
in working condition. ROHAN What happened to your job? JIMMY I quit... ROHAN Why? JIMMY Got bored of 
it. Same old hours, same old boring people... I had made enough money. I sold my shares in the company and 
retired gracefully... now I do this. What I love... Rohan walks around the vintage car. ROHAN Does it run? 
JIMMY Not yet... soon enough. They sit down on a bench. JIMMY You want to talk about it? ROHAN No. 
JIMMY As long as you know why he hit you it's okay... ROHAN He didn't have to... JIMMY I agree, but that's 
the way he is. needle him, he'll respond. Rohan nods. JIMMY You know why he never called you home? 
ROHAN Why? You Jimmy watches him.  

47. JIMMY Two things... First thing was because of the money... he lost his job after your mother died. Was in 
very bad shape. All the money he had saved he used for your education. He didn't want you to come home and 
see the state he was in... he thought you'd be happier at school. They're silent. JIMMY And the second reason 
was his second marriage... She was a secretary in the company he was working in. They fell in love, got 
married. He thought it might be good. A woman there when you would come home and all that. But she got 
pregnant and Arjun was born. He wanted to get you home but she was against the idea. They kept fighting 
after that. One day she just left... ROHAN And by then it was too late... I hated him anyway. They sit on the 
bench, silent. CUT TO: 67 INT. JIMMY’S HOUSE -- NIGHT Bhairav is fast asleep on the couch. Jimmy and 
Rohan stand over him. JIMMY He had too much to drink... ROHAN How are we going to get home? JIMMY 
Can’t you drive? ROHAN I can, but he doesn’t know... Jimmy looks at Rohan. JIMMY Don’t have much choice 
now, do we? Rohan shrugs. CUT TO:  

48. 68 EXT. JIMMY’S HOUSE NIGHT 

Jimmy and Rohan help Bhairav walk to the car. Arjun follows them. Bhairav is somewhat awake now. They 
reach the car and open the door to the passenger seat. BHAIRAV I’m fine... I can drive. JIMMY No you’re not... 
you sit here. Rohan will drive you home. Bhairav looks at Rohan, screws his eyes. BHAIRAV Rohan? Jimmy 
forces him to sit in the passenger seat. JIMMY Yes, Rohan. He will drive you home. He shuts the door to the 
passenger seat, winks at Rohan. Arjun gets in the back. Rohan gets in the driver’s seat. He guns the engine. 
Bhairav stares at him. The engine comes into life after a few tries. CUT TO: 69 EXT. STREETS -- NIGHT 
Rohan drives. Bhairav sits drunkenly in the passenger seat. BHAIRAV Where did you learn to drive? ROHAN 
In school. A teacher let me drive his car around on campus during the vacations. Bhairav looks ahead 
drunkenly. BHAIRAV So what else don’t I know about my own son? Rohan doesn’t say anything.  

49. BHAIRAV Do you smoke? ROHAN No. BHAIRAV Drink? ROHAN No... BHAIRAV Do you have any 
girlfriends? ROHAN No. BHAIRAV Have you had sex? ROHAN (emphatic) NO! BHAIRAV Don’t raise your 
voice with me. Rohan looks ahead, his eyes burning. Bhairav also looks ahead. BHAIRAV You kids have no 
respect for me... Rohan doesn’t say anything. They drive on. Suddenly Bhairav indicates that Rohan should 
stop the car. Rohan pulls over to the side of the road. Bhairav opens his door and throws up outside. Rohan 
and Arjun look at him, disgusted. CUT TO: 70 EXT. BHAIRAV’S HOUSE -- NIGHT Rohan helps Bhairav out of 
the car. They slowly and unsteadily make their way to the house. CUT TO: 71 INT. BHAIRAV’S HOUSE -- 
NIGHT Rohan helps Bhairav climb up the steps to the house. Arjun follows him.  

50. BHAIRAV You know... I had big plans for you. I was going to send you abroad to study engineering, to one 
of the big colleges... but you mucked it up! Which college abroad will take someone who's been thrown out of 
school huh? They reach the living room. Bhairav frees himself of Rohan and stands face to face opposite him. 
He stares at Rohan, a little sadly. BHAIRAV You look just like your mother... Rohan doesn't say anything. 
BHAIRAV She adored you... unconditionally... He turns to leave. Stops at the door to his room. I came to your 
principal. And in the field. happy I didn't BHAIRAV school once. Met the I saw you... you were playing You 
looked so damn fucking have the heart to meet you... 



With this parting shot, Bhairav goes into his room. Rohan stands in the living room. CUT TO: 72 INT. 
BHAIRAV’S HOUSE - ROHAN'S ROOM -- NIGHT Rohan and Arjun are asleep. Bhairav comes to the door, 
watches them sleeping. He stays there for a while. FADE OUT: 73 INT. BHAIRAV’S HOUSE -- MORNING 
Rohan’s sleeping. Suddenly water is splashed on his face. He wakes up with a start. In his daze he overhears 
Bhairav’s voice. BHAIRAV Get up... ROHAN It’s Sunday... BHAIRAV We're going on a picnic.  

51. Bhairav walks out of the room. Rohan, puzzled, is now wide awake. CUT TO: 74 EXT. BHAIRAV’S HOUSE 
-- MORNING Bhairav carefully polishes the windshield of his car. Rohan and Arjun come out of the house and 
walk towards the car. BHAIRAV Come on come on... it's a beautiful day. They all pile into the car. Bhairav 
starts it up. They drive off. CUT TO: 75 EXT. JIMMY’S HOUSE -- MORNING They pick up Jimmy from his 
house. CUT TO: 76 EXT. PARK -- DAY The car enters a park and stops by a grassy patch. 77 INT. 
BHAIRAV’S CAR -- DAY Rohan's face falls. ROHAN The park? This is your idea of a picnic? We haven't even 
left the city... BHAIRAV What's wrong with the park? It's green, it's clean. It's fresh... come on. He gets out of 
the car. CUT TO: 78 EXT. PARK -- DAY They get out of the car. Bhairav hoists Arjun on his shoulders and 
starts walking towards a grassy patch. Jimmy and Rohan follow leisurely.  

52. ROHAN I can't figure him out. One day he's a monster, the next day he's a lamb... JIMMY Spoken like a 
true writer... Rohan rolls his eyes. JIMMY You know your mother wanted you to be a writer? ROHAN Really? 
JIMMY She told me... she never told your father because he'd laugh but she told me. They walk in silence. 
JIMMY Why don't you make your father listen to something you've written? ROHAN Are you crazy? JIMMY I'm 
serious... he's in a good mood today. It might be the perfect chance. Rohan thinks about this. They watch 
Bhairav let Arjun down and sit on the grass. JIMMY Have you and Arjun been getting along? ROHAN 
Somewhat... he's okay. Doesn't talk much... JIMMY Neither do you... They've almost reached Bhairav and 
Arjun. CUT TO: Later: All four are sitting on the grass. Bhairav seems lost in his own world. Jimmy is eating 
non stop. Rohan's looking at the sky. Arjun's looking at the grass.  

53. A strange tableau. CUT TO: 79 EXT. PARK LAKE -- DAY All four are boating in the middle of the park's 
small lake. Jimmy is doing the steering. He sings an old song. Bhairav joins him somewhat. He has a lazy smile 
on his face. CUT TO: 80 EXT. PARK -- DAY Jimmy packs the food bag. The others are close by. JIMMY Listen 
Bhairav... I had an idea. Why don't you let Rohan narrate one of his poems or stories to you. You'll see what a 
great writer he is. BHAIRAV He's not going to be a writer... JIMMY Come on... give him a chance. Nobody's 
asking you to change your mind instantly but atleast listen? Bhairav sits up reluctantly. Jimmy looks at Rohan, 
who's nervous. He clears his throat, looks down. Everyone's waiting. He starts narrating a poem, about the 
beauty of the countryside and man's decimation of it. It's a rather sad, melancholic poem but pretty 
nonetheless. When Rohan finishes, he waits for a response. Bhairav stares at him for a while, then gets up 
without saying anything and makes his way to the car. Rohan doesn't show any emotion on his face. BHAIRAV 
(calling out over his shoulder) Forget it... give it up. It'll take you nowhere. Jimmy looks at Rohan.  

54. JIMMY I'm sorry... Rohan nods. He's fighting the tears. JIMMY I thought it was quite good... Rohan smiles 
weakly. CUT TO: 81 INT. BHAIRAV’S CAR -- EVENING They drive back in silence. The car passes a movie 
theatre. Rohan suddenly blurts out. ROHAN Can I see a movie? Bhairav turns around, surprised. He's about to 
shoot it down but he stops the car. BHAIRAV Sure... Rohan is about to get out. ARJUN (blurting out) I want to 
go too... BHAIRAV Okay... Rohan shoots Arjun a dark look and gets out of the car. CUT TO: 82 EXT. 
STREETS -- EVENING Rohan and Arjun walk down the street towards the movie theatre. Rohan walks fast. 
Arjun struggles to keep up with him, but he doesn’t complain. ARJUN Which movie are we going to see? 
ROHAN We're not going to see a movie. I just wanted time on my own okay? ARJUN But you told sir we'd see 
a movie. I want to see Shahrukh Khan.  

55. ROHAN I don’t want to see Shahrukh Khan... I want to see any movie. Arjun walks behind Rohan, 
scowling. ARJUN I’ll tell Sir you stole the car and went out. Rohan whips around and catches Arjun by his shirt 
collar. ROHAN If you even breathe a word to him about that I’ll kill you. I’ll make your life a living hell... Arjun 
stares right back at Rohan. ROHAN Not a word to him. Is that understood? Rohan stares at Arjun, still holding 
on to his collar. ARJUN You sound just like him. Rohan didn’t expect that last statement. He lets go of Arjun’s 
collar. They stare at each other. CUT TO 83 INT. MOVIE THEATRE -- EVENING Shahrukh Khan breaks into 
song on the movie screen. Rohan and Arjun are in a movie theatre. Arjun’s eyes are wide as saucers. He’s 
thrilled. Rohan’s face is impassive. He stares at the screen blankly. CUT TO: 84 EXT. JIMMY’S HOUSE -- 
EVENING Bhairav and Jimmy are sitting on the steps of Jimmy's house. JIMMY You were a little harsh on 
Rohan today... Bhairav doesn't say anything. JIMMY He's not a bad writer you know. BHAIRAV I know...   



56. JIMMY Then why didn't you tell him that? BHAIRAV I don't want to encourage it. It's pointless... once he's 
on his own two feet he can do what the hell he wants... And you stop encouraging him. JIMMY He needs it. 
Someone needs to give it to him. BHAIRAV Please let me bring up my son my way Jimmy. Jimmy holds up his 
hands. BHAIRAV You sound like a woman... Giving emotional bullshit... Jimmy smirks. So does Bhairav. He 
then stares out and sighs. BHAIRAV It's hard... bringing up two boys and running a company at the same 
time... Jimmy doesn't say anything. BHAIRAV I was thinking maybe I should get married again... JIMMY Why? 
BHAIRAV Companionship... someone to take care of the kids... I don't know how long I'll be able to handle it on 
my own. Jimmy is silent. BHAIRAV Tell me something. I just want your opinion... How would you compare me 
with our father? JIMMY I think you’re trying to be like him… BHAIRAV (thinks a bit) Why do you say that? 
JIMMY Because you have this ‘discipline’ thing that Papa used to always have. Call him Sir, follow his lead.  

57. BHAIRAV That’s a good thing. JIMMY I’m not too sure about that. BHAIRAV You don’t have any kids. How 
would you know? JIMMY Hey... you asked for an opinion, I gave you one. They’re quiet. BHAIRAV You hated 
our father didn’t you? JIMMY I didn’t hate him. BHAIRAV Yes you did... you hated him, that’s why you think 
Rohan hates me. JIMMY I just think you should get to know him better, that's all... BHAIRAV What’s to know? 
He’s my son. I’m his father... he wants to be a writer, which I think is stupid... I want him to work in the office, 
which is a good career option... It’s as simple as that... I have to do what I think is best for him don’t I? They sit 
in silence. CUT TO: 85 INT. WOODCON NIGHT 

Rohan sits with Apu, Amber and Shiv. The bar is fairly empty. Rohan recites a poem about a father and son. A 
rather sad poem that goes with the mellow mood. Once he finishes there’s silence for a bit. APU You want to 
know what happened between me and my father? ROHAN What?  

58. APU He was a real drunk... pissed all the time. Nothing but booze from morning to night. He’d eat it, drink it, 
piss it... he’d do anything just so that he could drink everyday. Sometimes he sold my mother’s jewellery just to 
buy himself one quarter of rum. Apu drinks some more. APU Anyway, he used to beat my mother. Every time 
she refused to give him money, he’d start abusing her and beating her. Me and my sister used to see this all 
the time. One day when I was about seventeen I came home and I saw him beating her up again. Something 
snapped inside me and I just lost it. I grabbed him by his shirt and pulled him out into the street. I told him we’d 
all had enough of him and his drama, so he could fuck off and never come back home. I felt great. I went home 
thinking my mother would be the happiest person in the world... You know what she does? ROHAN What? 
APU She goes out on the street and brings him back home. And tells me that whatever happened, he was my 
father and I was to respect him. ROHAN What did you do then? APU I left home. That very day... Rohan is 
quiet. He looks at Apu, not quite knowing what to say. Apu finishes his drink and suddenly comes alive. APU All 
this talk is making me depressed... I need a fight! Before Rohan can say anything, Apu gets up from the table 
and goes over to the pool table area. Rohan’s POV: Apu walks up to a group playing pool. About four boys and 
a girl. He points to the girl and says something to her boyfriend. Rohan sees that the boyfriend is getting angry. 
He sees Apu say something more about the girl to the guy. The girl covers her mouth. The guy lunges for Apu, 
who whacks him straight on the nose.  

59. Rohan, Amber and Shiv leap up from their chairs and run over to the pool tables. A full scale fight has 
broken out. Very scruffy. People use anything to hit each other. Pool cues, balls, glasses, bottles. Rohan 
wades in and fights like a man possessed. He gives a couple of good shots. Apu is enjoying himself 
tremendously. He uses a pool cue to whack people away. Amber too, because of his size, is having it easy. 
People climb on his back but can’t hold him down. The bar management looks on helpless as the fight gets out 
of hand. One of them starts dialling a number on the phone. Apu notices this and yells out. APU Amber... time 
to go. With a big war cry, Amber wades into the fighting group. People topple over. Apu comes out of the melee 
and grabs Rohan. Shiv also pulls out. They run for it. Amber follows them, huffing and puffing away. CUT TO 
86 EXT. WOODCON -- NIGHT They tumble out of the bar and run towards the car. The other group follows 
them. They make it to the car and scramble in. Rohan guns the car. It doesn’t start properly. The chasing pack 
is getting close. Rohan guns the car again, getting desperate. As soon as the chasing pack is almost next to 
them, the car roars into life. They zoom off, shouting obscenities at the chasing pack behind them. CUT TO 87 
INT. BHAIRAV’S CAR -- NIGHT Everyone’s in high spirits in the car.  

60. SHIV What the hell did you tell that guy? APU I told him his girlfriend was nice. SHIV That’s all? APU Then I 
asked if she was for sale... Everyone laughs. APU That was fun... good fight after a long time. you like it 
Rohan? Rohan nods. He is almost glowing with energy. AMBER Rohan gave that guy some solid punches. 
APU I saw that... rock solid! He tousles Rohan’s hair. Rohan smiles. Music plays. Everything suddenly goes 



into slow motion. The breeze hits their faces. Laughter, joy, smlies. Complete ecstasy. The high of life... They 
drive on... CUT TO: 88 INT. PCO BOOTH -- NIGHT Rohan, very drunk, enters a PCO booth. The streets are 
completely deserted. The occasional car passes by. He dials a number. It rings at the other end a few times. A 
sleepy voice answers the phone. ANURAG Hello? ROHAN Anurag... ANURAG Rohan?! ROHAN Who else?  

61. ANURAG Why the fuck are you awake? ROHAN I’m in a PCO booth. I sneaked out of the house and went 
drinking with my new buddies... ANURAG What?! That’s crazy... ROHAN I also got into a fight... beat up some 
guys, had a great time! ANURAG Are you okay? How’s things? ROHAN They could be better. Dad... no... ‘Sir’ 
is making me work in the stupid office and I’ve been forced to take engineering in college... but who gives a 
shit... I’ll fail my exams and that’ll teach him... I’ll go back to Arts. I have a step-brother who I never knew about. 
He’s six years old... can you believe that? Anurag speaks after a short pause. ANURAG That sounds bad... 
how you taking it? ROHAN I’m fine. Fine... how the boys? How’s Vikram and Benoy? ANURAG They’re great... 
Vikram’s father’s opening a new coffee shop so he’ll be working there... Benoy’s studying Arts... he’s a 
completely different man, you won’t even recognise him... he’s started chasing girls! ROHAN What? ANURAG 
It’s true... not that any of them even give him the time of day but he’s trying. Rohan laughs. ROHAN That’s 
great. And how are you? ANURAG I’m okay... looking around for some kind of job to do... my father’s so sick of 
me he wants me out of the house at any cost... I’m not complaining... I’m happy...  

62. ROHAN Great... There is a pause. ANURAG You sure you’re okay? ROHAN I’m fine... really. I miss you 
guys man. ANURAG We miss you too. Come to Bombay. You'll love it here... ROHAN I will. Listen... I have to 
run but I’ll call you... tell all the guys I said hi... ANURAG I will. You take care... call me soon. ROHAN I will... 
bye. He hangs up the phone. A smile is on his face. SLOW FADE OUT: 89 INT. BHAIRAV’S OFFICE -- DAY A 
busy day at the office. Phones ringing. People walking around. A phone rings. Bhairav's secretary answers it. 

SECRETARY Hello? Yes? He's in a meeting right now, can I have him call you back? (change of tone) Oh... 
one second please... She looks towards Bhairav's cabin. with a couple of clients. Inside BHAIRAV I'm off for 
the conference in Calcutta tomorrow but I'll be happy to show you around right now if you'd like... CLIENT 
Sure... Bhairav notices his secretary indicating to him for the phone. He indicates that he'll call back. She pokes 
her head in anyway. He's in a meeting  

63. SECRETARY Arjun's school... Bhairav excuses himself from his clients and answers the phone. BHAIRAV 
Yes? Yes Mrs. Batra... is it possible for me to come a little later? (he sighs, exasperated) Okay... I'll come right 
away... He hangs up the phone, looks at his clients. BHAIRAV (tentative) I'm really sorry, but I need to rush to 
my son's school... there seems to be some kind of problem... he hasn't been well... so, can I give you a call 
after I return from the conference... CLIENT Sure... BHAIRAV I'm really sorry... The clients get up and leave. 
Bhairav stands for a second in front of his desk. slams his fist down on it. Then CUT TO: 90 INT. BHAIRAV’S 
CAR -- DAY Bhairav drives his car. His mouth is in a straight line. CUT TO: 91 EXT. ARJUN’S SCHOOL -- 
DAY Arjun waits alone at the school gates. He sees Bhairav's car drive up and stop. Arjun stays rooted to the 
spot. Bhairav watches him from the car. CUT TO: 92 EXT. AMBER’S TERRACE -- DAY Rohan is with Apu and 
the boys. They’re on Amber’s terrace.  

64. ROHAN I failed my exams... APU Join the gang... all of us have failed at some point of time in our lives. No 
big deal... ROHAN Of course it’s a big deal... how can you say that? First I get thrown out of school, then I fail 
my exams. My father’s going to kill me... APU Come on Rohan... you knew you were going to fail the day you 
enrolled... so don’t pretend like it wasn’t coming... ROHAN I know, but I feel really stupid right now... What if I 
just don’t tell him? SHIV A letter will come from the college anyway... Rohan looks at Shiv. ROHAN I could hide 
the letter... APU Forget it... he’s going to know somehow... Look, maybe you’re right... he might realise you’re 
not cut out for engineering. He may allow you to take up Arts... ROHAN Fat chance... He'll make me work on 
dolphins, infernos and flames for the rest of my life. APU I've been meaning to ask you... dolphin I can 
understand... you know, a dolphin swims, much like potty... All the boys make disgusted sounds. APU But 
what's with the flame and inferno? Rohan shrugs. AMBER That's when you have spicy food and your ass is on 
fire...  

65. Everyone laughs, making horrible disgusted sounds. CUT TO: 93 EXT. BHAIRAV’S HOUSE / STREETS -- 
EVENING Rohan walks down the street towards his house. As he comes closer to the house he notices 
something. His POV: Bhairav races out of the house towards the car, carrying something. As Rohan comes 
closer he notices Bhairav placing Arjun’s prone body in the back seat. He runs towards the car, reaches it just 
as Bhairav shuts the door. ROHAN What happened? BHAIRAV I’m taking him to hospital. Get in... Rohan gets 



in the back with Arjun. Bhairav gets into the driver’s seat. CUT TO 94 EXT. STREETS -- EVENING The car 
races down the street. Rohan watches Arjun’s face. He’s unconscious. ROHAN How did this happen? 
BHAIRAV He fell down the stairs... CUT TO: 95 INT. HOSPITAL WARD -- NIGHT Arjun lies in a bed. He’s still 
unconscious. They’re in a hospital ward. About 10 other beds there as well, most of them full. The doctor 
checks Arjun’s chart. Rohan and Bhairav watch him. He indicates to them to follow him outside the ward. CUT 
TO:  

66. 96 INT. HOSPITAL CORRIDOR -- NIGHT The doctor talks to Bhairav and Rohan. DOCTOR Arjun’s blood 
pressure is low... He’s also under-nourished. We’ll have to keep him here under observation for a few days... 
ROHAN But what’s wrong with him? DOCTOR He sustained a very bad fall... as a consequence there is some 
amount of trauma that he has suffered... we also need to check if there's any internal bleeding. ROHAN Is he 
going to be okay? DOCTOR Absolutely... nothing to worry about... BHAIRAV How many days will you need to 
keep him? DOCTOR Four to five... Bhairav nods. DOCTOR He'll be in fine hands. Nothing to worry about... 
really. The doctor moves away. BHAIRAV I need a cigarette... He walks away. After a second, Rohan follows 
him. CUT TO: 97 EXT. HOSPITAL -- EVENING Bhairav smokes a cigarette. He looks a little out of place there, 
smoking as patients walk in and out of the hospital. Rohan stands nearby. ROHAN How did it happen? 
BHAIRAV He slipped and fell. ROHAN Just like that?  

67. Bhairav shrugs. BHAIRAV These things happen. He was on his way down the stairs and he slipped. Rohan 
is silent. BHAIRAV I'm going to spend the night here... if you want you can go on home... ROHAN I'll stay... 
Bhairav nods. CUT TO: 98 INT. HOSPITAL CORRIDOR -- NIGHT Rohan lies down to sleep on a wooden 
bench in the hospital corridor. On the adjoining bench, Bhairav sits with his head in his hands. CUT TO: 99 INT. 
HOSPITAL WARD -- MORNING Arjun is awake. He looks pale and somewhat frightened. Bhairav sits on a 
chair close to his bed. BHAIRAV You feeling okay? Arjun doesn't reply. BHAIRAV Any pain? Arjun still doesn't 
say anything. BHAIRAV Look, I'm really sorry about yesterday, I didn't mean for it to happen... Arjun turns his 
face away. Rohan walks into the ward. He notices that Arjun is awake and Bhairav is with him. He walks up to 
the bed. Bhairav looks defeated.  

68. Bhairav stops talking. He looks at Arjun and then indicates to Rohan to come outside with him. CUT TO: 
100 INT. HOSPITAL CORRIDOR -- MORNING Rohan and Bhairav talking. BHAIRAV I’m going out of town for 
a conference today. Should be beck in two to three days. It's a really big conference and should be able to get 
us a lot of deals. I can't miss it... But I want you to stay here with Arjun at all times... no need for you to go to 
office or college... Rohan nods. BHAIRAV Also... don't mention anything to Jimmy and Rashmi. I don't want 
them worrying unnesessarily. I've told them both of you are coming out of town with me. Okay? Rohan nods. 
Rohan. Bhairav takes out some money and gives it to 

BHAIRAV Take care of Arjun. Make sure he gets everything he needs. Rohan nods. Bhairav turns and walks 
off. A smile breaks on Rohan’s face as he watches Bhairav’s receding back. He walks back into the ward. CUT 
TO: 101 INT. HOSPITAL WARD -- MORNING Rohan walks up to Arjun’s bed and sits on a chair. His happy 
mood is in direct contrast to Arjun’s sombre mood. ROHAN How you feeling? Arjun doesn’t say anything. 
ROHAN Have you eaten? Arjun shakes his head ‘no’.  

69. ROHAN Aren’t you happy that ‘sir’ is out of town? Arjun doesn’t say anything. An old man on the bed next 
to Arjun’s is calling out for the nurse. Rohan watches the old man carefully. He looks around eighty, has lines 
all over his face. But his voice is strong. It booms across the whole ward. The nurse comes across to him. 
NURSE Mr. Kashyap... please don’t shout... there are people trying to sleep here... KASHYAP But I missed my 
meal this morning nurse... NURSE You were sleeping then... I’ll have it sent across to you... KASHYAP I’m 
hungry... The nurse walks away. Kashyap turns to look at Arjun and Rohan. KASHYAP What are you looking 
at? ROHAN Nothing... KASHYAP (indicating Arjun) What’s the matter with him? Rohan looks at Arjun, who flips 
on his side and closes his eyes. Kashyap snorts and looks the other way. Rohan sighs and stares at Arjun’s 
back. CUT TO: 102 EXT. HOSPITAL -- DAY Rohan smokes a cigarette. He’s thoughtful. CUT TO:  

70. 103 INT. BHAIRAV’S HOUSE -- NIGHT Rohan opens his cupboard and looks for stuff that he can take to 
the hospital. He pulls out a stack of comic books, looks around further. His eyes fall on the Superman figure. 
CUT TO: 104 INT. HOSPITAL WARD -- DAY Rohan places the Superman figure on a table next to Arjun's bed. 
ROHAN I’m too old for this... He then takes out the stack of comic books from his bag and places them on the 
table as well. ROHAN In case you wanted to read... ARJUN I’ve read all of them three times... Rohan takes out 
his writing pad. ROHAN I also got you some of my writing... poetry and stories... Arjun doesn’t say anything. 



Rohan tries another route. ROHAN You want me to call some of your friends from school? I could go across 
and tell them... Arjun shakes his head ‘no’. ROHAN Is there something you want to tell me Arjun, about what 
happened? Arjun doesn't reply to that. not to pursue it. He looks away. Rohan decides 

The nurse come up to Arjun’s bed just then with a fresh hospital smock in her hand. NURSE Hello Arjun... 
Arjun mumbles something incoherent in reply.  

71. The nurse gives the smock to Rohan. NURSE Could you please change his smock? Rohan nods. She 
walks away. He’s about to pull Arjun’s old smock off but Arjun stops him. ROHAN What? Arjun indicates the 
curtain around the bed. Rohan draws the curtain to a close. Only the two of them in private now. He pulls off 
Arjun’s smock, notices his thin body. He’s about to put the new smock on when he notices something on 
Arjun’s back Two long scars. They look like they’re very recent. He looks at Arjun’s face. There is no emotion 
there. Rohan helps Arjun put on the new smock. CUT TO: 105 INT. HOSPITAL WARD -- NIGHT Rohan 
watches Arjun sleep. He looks angelic. Rohan watches him for a bit and then leaves the ward. CUT TO: 106 
INT. DOCTOR’S OFFICE -- DAY The doctor sits behind his desk, looking at Rohan. He sighs. DOCTOR I 
noticed the scars... But I wasn’t sure if I should bring it up with your father... you do understand... Rohan is 
quiet. He stares at the doctor. DOCTOR Do you think your father did it? Rohan nods.  

72. DOCTOR And is that the reason Arjun is here? ROHAN Most probably... The doctor looks at Rohan 
carefully. DOCTOR Where's your mother? ROHAN They're not the same... Arjun's and my mother that is... and 
anyway, both aren't here... The doctor assimilates this. DOCTOR Has your father done this before? ROHAN I 
wouldn't know... DOCTOR You know that you can make a police complaint about it? ROHAN What'll the police 
do? DOCTOR They'll question him, take into account the evidence. Question Arjun... it's a pretty strong case 
against him. Rohan thinks about this. He finally shakes his head. ROHAN I'm sure it was a mistake. I don't 
think we should do anything. But thank you anyway... He starts walking off. The doctor calls out to him. 
DOCTOR I suggest you don’t bring it up with Arjun. If he wants to, he’ll tell you. Rohan nods, walks out of the 
door. CUT TO: 107 EXT. HOSPITAL -- NIGHT Rohan smokes thoughtfully. CUT TO:  

73. 108 INT. HOSPITAL CORRIDOR -- NIGHT Rohan sits on the wooden bench. He can get no sleep. CUT 
TO: 109 INT. HOSPITAL WARD -- DAY Mr. Kashyap is arguing with the nurse. KASHYAP You told me you’d 
have lunch here by 12:30. It’s already one and there is still no lunch. You want me to starve? NURSE It will be 
here Mr. Kashyap... please don’t shout... It’s not good for your heart... KASHYAP Damn my heart... If I don’t 
eat, how will my heart work? NURSE Okay... I’ll get your food... now please relax. The nurse walks away from 
Kashyap’s bed. He turns to look in the other direction. His POV: Arjun and Rohan looking at him. KASHYAP 
Please smile. I like to see pleasant faces... I’m eighty years old, I have a right to be angry... what’s wrong with 
the two of you? Rohan smiles, looks at Arjun, who manages a half smile. Satisfied, Kashyap goes back to 
looking at the ceiling. Arjun starts fiddling with the Superman figure. ROHAN My mother gave that to me, when 
I was your age... Arjun looks at Superman with new found respect. He puts the figure on the table carefully and 
then looks at Rohan. There’s an awkward silence again. ROHAN You want to hear a poem? Arjun nods. Rohan 
opens a page in his book and starts reciting a poem.  

74. A pretty and funny poem about a young boy and his bicycle. Rohan doesn’t realise that old Mr. Kashyap is 
also listening to his recital. When he finishes, Kashyap speaks. KASHYAP That was very nice... did you write 
that? Rohan nods. KASHYAP That was really nice... inspiring... Rohan looks at Arjun. ROHAN Did you like it? 
Arjun nods. Rohan puffs his chest out proudly. CUT TO: 110 EXT. HOSPITAL GARDEN -- EVENING It’s a 
beautiful evening. Lots of patients walk around with their relatives. Arjun and Rohan walk slowly through the 
garden. ROHAN So tell me about school? You have many friends? Arjun nods. ROHAN Really? How many? 
Arjun counts mentally. ARJUN Seven. ROHAN What are their names? ARJUN um... Rohit, Shiv, Varun, Hari, 
Jatin, Kunal and... (thinking hard) ...Satish ROHAN Not bad... I never had that many friends when I was in 
school... I only had three... (MORE)  

75. ROHAN (CONT'D) Anurag, Vikram and Benoy... they are my best friends. They’re all in Bombay... Arjun 
changes the subject. ARJUN Tell me about your mother... ROHAN Well... she was pretty... beautiful actually... 
and she was loving and friendly... and she smelt just like a mother should... what about your mother? ARJUN I 
hardly remember her... all I remember is her fighting with Sir. And then one day she came and told me that she 
was going for a little while... and she never came back... Arjun goes silent. Rohan tousles Arjun’s hair. Arjun 
grabs Rohan’s hand and latches on to it, making Rohan feel awkward again. They bump into Mr. Kashyap. 
Rohan frees his hand from Arjun’s grasp. KASHYAP Ahhh.. the poet... (to Arjun) Why aren’t you smiling? Arjun 



breaks out into a small smile. KASHYAP That’s much better... (to Rohan) So when are we hearing some more 
of your fabulous poetry? ROHAN Tonight? KASHYAP Wonderful... looking forward to it... He walks off. Rohan 
and Arjun watch him go. ARJUN He’s funny... ROHAN I know... They giggle. CUT TO:  

76. 111 INT. HOSPITAL WARD -- NIGHT Arjun and Kashyap listen to Rohan attentively as he starts narrating 
a story. And as the story continues we see time pass in the hospital: Rohan continuing the narration the next 
morning. Rohan feeding Arjun, making sure he eats. Two more patients listening to Rohan’s narration, along 
with Arjun and Kashyap. Rohan watches Arjun sleep at night. Rohan and Arjun take a walk through the hospital 
corridors. As the montage ends... CUT TO: 112 INT. HOSPITAL WARD -- DAY Rohan narrates the climax of 
the story to the whole ward, nurses and doctors included. Everyone is listening to him with rapt attention. 
Nobody notices Bhairav walk into the ward. He watches the show in front of him with a hint of displeasure on 
his face. Just as Rohan's about to end the story, he notices Bhairav in the ward. He stops narrating. Arjun also 
notices Bhairav there. Pandemonium breaks out in the ward. Everyone protests, they all want to hear the end 
of the story. Kashyap protests the loudest. ROHAN I'll finish the story tomorrow. KASHYAP No... now... Rohan 
looks at Bhairav, who's staring him down, almost daring him to finish the story. ROHAN Sorry sir... I can't... He 
quickly gets up and walks out of the ward, past Bhairav. People in the ward groan and slowly get back to their 
places. CUT TO:  

77. 113 INT. HOSPITAL CORRIDOR -- DAY Bhairav and Rohan, face to face in the corridor. holds up a letter 
in his hands. BHAIRAV Why didn’t you tell me you failed in your exams? Rohan doesn’t say anything. 
BHAIRAV Do you think this is a joke Rohan? Rohan doesn't say anything. BHAIRAV Answer me... is this a joke 
to you? ROHAN No sir... BHAIRAV I’ll bet you were wasting all your time with your stupid writing... And then 
coming here and pretending to be Mother Teresa... So that five people could clap and tell you what a great 
writer you are... Rohan looks up at Bhairav, his eyes burning. Bhairav stares him down as well. BHAIRAV 
You're in trouble... Rohan finally averts his eyes. Bhairav walks away. Overlap Arjun's Voice. ARJUN (O.S.) 
What did Sir say? CUT TO: 114 INT. HOSPITAL WARD -- EVENING Rohan sits next to Arjun’s bed. ROHAN 
‘Sir’ said I’m going to be in big trouble. ARJUN Why? ROHAN I failed my exams... Bhairav  

78. ARJUN So is he going to send you back to boarding school then? He smiles at Arjun. ROHAN No he’s 
not... ARJUN He told me that all boys who make trouble get sent to boarding school. They put them straight 
there... Rohan’s about to say something when the nurse comes to their bed again. She has a fresh smock in 
her hand and gives it to Rohan. Rohan takes it and shuts the curtain around the bed. He helps Arjun take off 
the old smock. Once again he notices the scars on Arjun’s back. They’ve slightly healed, but are still quite 
prominent. Rohan notices that Arjun is crying. ROHAN What happened? Arjun is bawling. His words come out 
staccato, in between large sniffles. ARJUN Sir beat me... that day... ROHAN Why? ARJUN I got into a fight... 
some boys were bullying me in school... so I hit one of them... they sent me home... He cries some more. 
ROHAN How did he beat you? ARJUN With his belt... Arjun cries harder. Rohan holds him. 

ARJUN He was beating me and I tried to run... But he caught me and beat me again... then I ran... and I fell 
down the stairs...  

79. He cries freely. Rohan embraces him, holds him tight. CUT TO: 115 INT. HOSPITAL WARD -- MORNING 
Rohan sits on a chair next to Arjun’s bed. The curtain is closed. Arjun is inside. Rohan notices that Kashyap’s 
bed is empty. A nurse is cleaning up there. ROHAN What happened to Mr. Kashyap? NURSE He passed away 
last night... Rohan gets a film of tears in his eyes. NURSE What happened? ROHAN I never got to finish my 
story... Arjun comes out of the curtain just then. He’s dressed in his casual clothes. Rohan wipes his eyes, 
picks up his bag and leads Arjun out of the ward, his hand on Arjun’s shoulder. FADE OUT: 116 INT. 
BHAIRAV’S HOUSE -- EVENING Rohan stands in the middle living room, like a prisoner awaiting his sentence. 
Bhairav pours himself a drink. He mixes it and then turns to face Rohan. The tension is palpable. BHAIRAV 
What am I going to do with you? Rohan doesn't answer. BHAIRAV Tell me why you failed... ROHAN I didn’t 
study... BHAIRAV Why not?  

80. ROHAN Because it was engineering and I didn’t like it... Bhairav drinks. BHAIRAV What kind of punishment 
do you think you deserve? Rohan doesn’t say anything. Bhairav thinks for a bit. BHAIRAV Do you smoke? 
Rohan looks Bhairav in the eye. ROHAN Yes... BHAIRAV Since when? ROHAN Since school. BHAIRAV So 
why did you lie to me the last time? Rohan is quiet. Bhairav takes out his cigarette packet and throws it to 
Rohan. Rohan catches it. BHAIRAV Take out a cigarette and light it... I want to see you smoke. Rohan holds 
the packet, unsure if this is a game. Bhairav lounges on the couch. BHAIRAV I’m serious... Rohan takes out a 



cigarette from the packet. Bhairav throws him the lighter. Rohan lights the cigarette. His hands are shaking. 
Bhairav watches him like a hawk. Rohan smokes away. Bhairav waits till Rohan finishes the full cigarette. He 
then gets up and comes over to where Rohan stands. BHAIRAV You lied to me Rohan... about college, about 
smoking... God knows what else you've (MORE)  

81. BHAIRAV (CONT'D) been upto... I don't like being lied to. It shows weakness, it shows having no balls... 
and that's exactly what you are a gutless spineless teenager... and I'm ashamed of you... Rohan doesn't meet 
Bhairav's eyes. BHAIRAV You don't value your education... and so from now on you won't have any... Rohan 
looks up. His eyes are pleading. 

Bhairav walks away. ROHAN Why can’t you just let me be a writer? You saw that I was good at it... people 
appreciate it. Bhairav turns around, stares at him for a few seconds. BHAIRAV I can’t... Bhairav starts walking 
away. Rohan is shaking with anger. He blurts out without thinking. ROHAN You lied as well... I know you beat 
Arjun... You told me he fell down but you lied as well... Bhairav stops in his tracks and turns around. ROHAN 
There were two scars on his back. Big long ones from a belt... you hit him with your belt. Bhairav starts walking 
towards him. BHAIRAV Stop it... It was a mistake. ROHAN You don't hit somebody twice by mistake. BHAIRAV 
He made me lose a contract worth lakhs that day. He needed to be taught a lesson. ROHAN But you made him 
land up in hospital. BHAIRAV Stop it! I told you, I didn't mean to make him land up there. I apologised to him...  

82. ROHAN You traumatised him for life... have made a police complaint. BHAIRAV Shut up... Without 
warning, Bhairav punches Rohan right across the face. Rohan falls to the ground. His lip is bleeding. BHAIRAV 
(shouting) I told you it was a mistake... I would never hurt him on purpose... Bhairav stands over Rohan, 
helpless. away. Finally, he walks We could 

Rohan rests his face on the floor. Blood drips from his mouth. CUT TO: 117 EXT. BHAIRAV’S HOUSE -- 
MORNING It's a grey dawn. Rainclouds in the horizon. CUT TO: 118 EXT. STREETS -- MORNING Jogging. 
Again Rohan tries hard to beat Bhairav but can't. CUT TO: 119 INT. BHAIRAV’S HOUSE -- DAY It's raining 
outside. Rohan watches the rain fall through the window. Arjun lies on the bed and watches Rohan. Bhairav 
lies on his bed in his room. and drinking. Unshaven, brooding CUT TO: 120 INT. BHAIRAV’S HOUSE - 
ROHAN'S ROOM -- DAY Bhairav comes into Rohan's room. him expectantly. Both the boys look at 

He starts talking in a very calm manner.  

83. BHAIRAV First of all I want to apologise to both of you for what has happened in the past few days. Arjun, 
I'm sorry I hit you. I was angry but I shouldn't have hit you like that... and Rohan, I want to apologise for hitting 
you yesterday, though you really made me angry as well... He stops, thinks for a bit. BHAIRAV Anyway, what 
I've come to say is that I've come to a decision... He takes a deep breath. BHAIRAV I've sacrificed a lot to 
make you boys get the right education, the right kind of upbringing but I don't think you appreciate it... or I've 
failed in doing so... I don't know... your education, your lives... they mean nothing to you... (to Rohan) You get 
thrown out of school and fail your exams at college and... (to Arjun) You are constantly getting into fights at 
school over trivial things. It won't be long before this school throws you out... So... I've decided that you will be 
going to boarding school. In two weeks. I was going to send you a couple of years later but I think now is the 
right time... Arjun doesn't know how to react to this. BHAIRAV And Rohan... I've decided that you will start full 
time work, including Sundays and holidays. One hour before everyone comes in and two hours after everyone 
packs up. No more college, no more movies... Bhairav looks from Rohan to Arjun. to say. Both don't know what 

BHAIRAV And I've also decided to get married again. It's time I finally got my own life back... With that, Bhairav 
leaves the kitchen. Rohan doesn't know how to react. equally shocked. He looks at Arjun who's CUT TO:  

84. 121 EXT. BHAIRAV’S HOUSE -- EVENING Jimmy walks through the gate of Bhairav's house. He sees 
Rohan and Arjun sitting on the steps, looking quite miserable. JIMMY What's the matter boys? much? Rohan 
looks up and sees Jimmy. on his face. JIMMY What's the matter? Rohan just stares at Jimmy. CUT TO: 122 
INT. BHAIRAV'S HOUSE -- NIGHT Jimmy looks like he's in shock. JIMMY You're getting married? Bhairav, 
Rohan, Arjun and Jimmy are seated in the living room. BHAIRAV Yes I am. JIMMY To whom? BHAIRAV I don't 
know yet... I'll look up some of the ads in the matrimonials. A divorcee or a widow. Someone my age... It will be 
the right thing to do. I spoke with you about it remember? JIMMY I didn't think you were serious... I am serious. 
BHAIRAV I've never been more serious. Missing me too A weak smile breaks out 



Bhairav gets up to go to the kitchen. Jimmy looks at the kids. This is even more bizarre than he thought. He 
follows Bhairav into the kitchen. JIMMY Why are you doing this Bhairav? BHAIRAV I want my life back Jimmy...  

85. JIMMY But what about the kids? BHAIRAV They don't care about me... or any of the things that I've done 
for them. JIMMY They're still your children. BHAIRAV It's okay. Rohan's old enough. He'll manage. And Arjun's 
going off to boarding school... JIMMY You're sending Arjun to boarding??? He's six years old!! He's way too 
young... BHAIRAV Nonsense... I went there when I was six and I turned out fine... JIMMY Not everyone is like 
you, please understand that. Bhairav doesn't say anything. JIMMY Think about it Bhairav. BHAIRAV I have... 
very clearly. He takes his drink and starts to walk out of the kitchen. JIMMY Let Arjun stay with me... Bhairav 
stops. BHAIRAV What?! JIMMY Let him stay with me. Don't send him to boarding school. I'll take care of his 
education and everything. BHAIRAV (getting angry) Don't try and take my child away from me Jimmy... Rohan 
hears this and comes closer to the kitchen to overhear the conversation. JIMMY I'm not taking your child 
away... He pours himself a drink.  

86. BHAIRAV Yes you are... How dare you? He puts his glass down on the counter. BHAIRAV Please leave... 
Jimmy stands frozen to the spot. BHAIRAV Leave I said... you can't come here and tell me how I should live 
my life and what I should do with my kids. Leave... Jimmy almost has tears in his eyes. Rohan can't believe 
what he's hearing. Jimmy slowly turns and walks out. Rohan watches him go, sees Bhairav go into his 
bedroom, then runs after Jimmy. He catches him at the bottom of the stairs. ROHAN Where are you going? 
JIMMY You heard your father... ROHAN I'll come with you. No!! JIMMY No, you stay here. Stay for Arjun. 

ROHAN He's going off to boarding school... JIMMY Stay for when he comes back on vacation. He'll need you... 
Rohan bites his lip. Please... JIMMY I'm sorry Rohan... Jimmy walks away. Rohan watches him go. CUT TO: 
123 INT. BHAIRAV’S HOUSE -- NIGHT Rohan comes back into the house. Jimmy is already crying. ROHAN  

87. Just as he enters, he sees Bhairav go into his room and slam the door shut. CUT TO: 124 INT. THE ADDA 
-- NIGHT Rohan sits with Apu, Shiv and Amber in an apartment. There are a few guys and girls around. 
Everyone is talking softly in groups. The mood is very peaceful. Apu looks at Rohan, a worried look on his face. 
Rohan is lost in his own world. A man sitting close to them starts singing a song. It’s a song about a bird in 
flight, caught between which direction it should go in. Rohan listens to the song carefully. It almost seems to be 
talking to him. After a while he gets up and leaves the apartment. Apu watches him leave. CUT TO: 125 EXT. 
STREETS -- NIGHT The song continues. Rohan drives. CUT TO: 126 INT. BHAIRAV’S HOUSE - ROHAN'S 
ROOM -- DAWN Blue light filters into Rohan's room. awake. ARJUN What’s boarding school like? ROHAN It’s 
horrible at first... you miss home, you get teased... It’s a new life... then you start getting used to it. You make 
friends, you play sports... ARJUN I don’t play any sports... ROHAN Why not? Both the boys are  

88. ARJUN I’m bad at it... the other children don’t let me play... ROHAN At least you’ll make lots of friends... 
ARJUN What if you can’t make friends? ROHAN Then the other children will tease you... We used to have this 
boy in school who never had any friends... We were so mean to him poor guy had to leave school... Arjun is 
silent. ROHAN Don’t worry... you won’t have any problems... ARJUN I don’t have any friends. ROHAN I 
thought you had lots of friends... you told me... ARJUN I lied... The kids hate me at school... They tease me 
because I have no mother, because I look funny... Rohan looks at Arjun. ROHAN Are you serious? Arjun nods. 
Rohan breathes out and closes his eyes. CUT TO: 127 INT. BHAIRAV’S OFFICE -- MORNING Rohan walks 
into the dark office. It's early in the morning. He switches on all the lights, looks around at the empty and 
gloomy space. He sits at his desk and holds his head in his hands. Music builds up. CUT TO: MONTAGE:  

89. Jogging. Rohan's feet pounding into the ground relentlessly. Rohan takes a bus to the office. in the 
industrial belt. He walks past factories 

Rohan opens up the empty office, switches on all the lights. Arjun starts packing his stuff into Rohan’s old 
trunk. Rohan works. A pile of papers on his desk. Typing, reading, talking to Rao. Bhairav in the office. Talking 
on the phone. looking at Rohan who doesn't look at him. Constantly 

Everyone leaves the office in the evening. Rohan stays behind. Works alone. Rohan walks back through the 
industrial belt. Jogging. He still can’t beat Bhairav. 

Rohan working again. Like a zombie. The pile of papers on his desk is overwhelming. Rohan locks up the office 
in the evening. Rohan walks home. Rohan lies in bed, very thoughtful. Arjun watches him. Arjun puts more stuff 



in the trunk. Rohan works. Arjun finishes packing his trunk. AS THE MONTAGE ENDS... CUT TO: 128 INT. 
BHAIRAV’S OFFICE -- DAY Bhairav comes into the office with a lady, MADHAVI. She in her mid-thirties. 
Bhairav introduces her to everyone as his wife-to-be. She shakes hands with all the workers in the office. 
Smiles all around. Rohan watches all this. Finally Bhairav brings her across to Rohan. BHAIRAV Madhavi, this 
is my son Rohan...  

90. MADHAVI Nice to meet you... How old are you? ROHAN Eighteen. MADHAVI I have a daughter who's 
twelve... BHAIRAV Yes, Richa... You'll be meeting her tomorrow at the engagement party. Rohan nods politely. 
Madhavi has nothing more to say. She smiles at Rohan awkwardly. Bhairav and Madhavi move on to meet 
others. CUT TO: 129 INT. BHAIRAV’S OFFICE -- EVENING Everyone has left the office. left. Only Bhairav and 
Rohan are He 

Bhairav makes his way out of the cabin to go home. stops at Rohan's desk. BHAIRAV How did you like 
Madhavi? ROHAN You never told us about a daughter... BHAIRAV Does it make a difference? Rohan shakes 
his head. BHAIRAV She's a wonderful woman Rohan. like her a lot. Rohan nods. BHAIRAV You want a lift 
home? ROHAN No thanks... I'll make my way. Bhairav nods and leaves. Rohan slumps into his chair. You'll 

CUT TO:  

91. 130 INT. PCO BOOTH -- EVENING Rohan’s in a PCO booth. All around him, signs of life. He dials a 
number. We hear Anurag’s voice on the other end. ANURAG Hello? ROHAN Anurag... it’s Rohan. ANURAG 
Hey... poet boy... where have you been? I’ve been trying to get in touch with you for days ... How are things? 
ROHAN Not bad... not bad (changing the subject) How are things with you? ANURAG Great... couldn’t be 
better... ROHAN Really? ANURAG Really... listen to this... Remember I told you about Vikram’s father starting 
a new coffee shop? ROHAN Ya.. ANURAG Vikram convinced him that he could place... So he told Vikram that 
he give him a month to test it out... hired me and Benoy and guess what? doubled in the first month... ROHAN 
That’s amazing... ANURAG It is amazing... So his father’s given full time responsibility to us now... we can do 
what we want, we get all the free coffee’s we want... you should come and see it here... you’d be so proud... 
Rohan’s eyes fill with tears. ROHAN How’s everybody? How’s Benoy? run the would Vikram Profits  

92. ANURAG He finally got himself a girlfriend... you should see him these days... girl can’t get enough of him... 
ROHAN And Vikram? ANURAG He’s a businessman... big man coffee shop owner... Rohan is silent. ANURAG 
We miss you here man... Rohan’s tears start rolling down. ANURAG Are you there? ROHAN I’m here... listen... 
I have to go... I’ll call you later okay? ANURAG Okay... you take care... you sure you’re fine? Rohan is crying. 
ROHAN I’m fine... I really am... I’ll see you... Before Anurag can say anything, Rohan hangs up the phone. He 
looks at the instrument, still crying. CUT TO: 131 INT. WOODCON -- NIGHT Rohan and Apu sit on a table, 
having a drink. Amber and Shiv are playing pool. There are a few other people in the bar. Rohan’s eyes are 
bloodshot, like he’s been drinking a lot. Apu watches him intently. APU You want to talk about it? Rohan 
shakes his head, drinks some more.  

93. APU What do you want to do? ROHAN I want a fight... Apu smiles. ROHAN Why are you smiling? I’m 
serious... I want a fight. You always get into a fight when you’re depressed... APU Depressed, not raging... you 
get into a fight now and you’ll kill someone. ROHAN Good... murder written on my hands. Let’s do it... Rohan 
gets up. Apu pulls him down. APU Are you crazy? You never ever fight in this mood... if you’re upset it’s better 
to talk about it... ROHAN I don’t want to talk... I want to fight... you coming? Apu stays seated. ROHAN Fine... 
I’ll do it myself... He gets up and walks towards the pool tables. He’s about walk up to a strange person and say 
something when Apu catches him and roughly turns him around. Rohan pushes him back. They go for each 
other and end up wrestling, very rough. Amber and Shiv come over and pull them apart. Both are in a rage. 
APU You think you’re the only one with problems? All of us have had problems but we learn to deal with it... not 
mope around like some lost puppy... ROHAN At least I try and deal with it... I want to deal with it... not sit 
around in a bar drinking all the time like you do...  

94. APU I drink because I want to drink ... you can’t do shit because you don’t have the guts... You’re just a 
stupid boy who can’t get over the fact that life is changing all the time... Rohan shakes Shiv off him and walks 
towards the door. He turns at the door. ROHAN Fuck all of you... He takes one last look at the three boys and 
walks out of the bar. CUT TO: 132 EXT. STREET -- DAWN Rohan sits at the wheel of Bhairav’s car. He looks 
like he’s been sitting there a while. His eyes are still bloodshot. The street is deserted. The first signs that 
morning is breaking. Rohan tries to start the car but it doesn’t. It keeps coughing. Rohan gets frustrated and 



tries harder. He hits the steering wheel and swears at the car but it still coughs. Having had enough, Rohan 
gets out of the car and goes and opens the boot. He finds a rod inside. He takes it out and comes to the front of 
the car. He raises the rod high and systematically goes on to smash the car. The headlights, the windscreen, 
the bonnet, everything. When he’s done, he flings the rod far away and starts walking home. CUT TO: 133 INT. 
BHAIRAV’S HOUSE -- DAWN Rohan enters the house and places the keys of the car back on the rack. He 
goes to his room and lies on the bed, exhausted. He’s hardly been lying down 10 seconds when he hears 
Bhairav’s voice. BHAIRAV (O.S.) Jogging time...  

95. Taking a deep breath, he gets up. CUT TO: 134 EXT. BHAIRAV’S HOUSE -- MORNING Bhairav, Rohan 
and Arjun come out of the house, ready to jog. The first thing Bhairav notices is the missing car. BHAIRAV 
What happened to the car? He looks around at Rohan and Arjun. Rohan shrugs. Bhairav can’t believe it. 
ROHAN Maybe somebody stole it. Bhairav looks extremely puzzled. Arjun looks at Rohan, who winks at him. 
FADE OUT: 135 INT. BHAIRAV’S HOUSE - ROHAN'S ROOM -- DAY Rohan and Arjun stand in front of the 
mirror, combing their hair. Both are wearing suits and look rather spiffy. Arjun finishes combing his hair and 
looks at himself. Rohan sees him do this and smiles to himself. CUT TO: 136 EXT. BHAIRAV’S HOUSE -- DAY 
The engagement party, on the lawns of Bhairav’s house. Lots of people around. We recognise some faces 
from Bhairav’s office, plus some new people. Bhairav stands with Madhavi. onto Madhavi’s sari. A twelve year 
old girl hangs 

Bhairav introduces Arjun and Rohan to Madhavi. BHAIRAV This is my other son Arjun... Rohan you met... 
Madhavi smiles at them. MADHAVI This is my daughter Richa...  

96. Richa refuses to leave her mother’s sari. CUT TO: LATER: Bhairav taps a spoon on a glass, grabbing 
everyone’s attention. BHAIRAV Hello hello... speech time... The room goes silent. People turn to Bhairav 
expectantly. So does Rohan. BHAIRAV You all know the reason you’re invited here... it’s to celebrate my 
engagement with Madhavi... but what many of you might not know is that this is also a farewell party for my 
younger son Arjun who’s off to boarding school tomorrow... Some people applaud. Bhairav looks around for 
Arjun. BHAIRAV Where’s Arjun? Arjun makes his way through the crowd to where Bhairav is. He stands next to 
Richa. BHAIRAV Arjun’s on his way to becoming a big, grown up boy... I’m going to miss him... but I’m sure 
that this experience will help him tremendously... he’ll come back bigger, stronger and faster... and hopefully 
will teach all of us at RP Sanitary a thing or two about doing business... The office crew laugh and applaud. 
Rohan looks at Bhairav, his disgust rising. BHAIRAV So here’s wishing Arjun good luck... He raises his glass. 
So does everyone else. Rohan as well, looking straight at Arjun. BHAIRAV And now for the main theme of the 
party... as most of you will know this is my third marriage. Hopefully that means third time lucky... Some 
giggles.  

97. BHAIRAV When Madhavi and I met it was love at first sight... Some people might say it never happens but 
trust me it did... I have never felt that way about anyone before... Rohan can’t listen to this anymore. He starts 
walking away. Bhairav notices. BHAIRAV Rohan... where are you going? ROHAN To the bathroom... I really 
need to pee... BHAIRAV Now? Just when me and your mother... Rohan cuts Bhairav off angrily. ROHAN She’s 
not my mother... Everyone in the party is silent. Bhairav and Rohan stare at each other. Rohan then turns and 
walks into his room. CUT TO: 137 INT. BHAIRAV’S HOUSE - ROHAN'S ROOM -- DAY Rohan sits on the bed, 
his head in his hands. After sitting that way for a while, he gets up, seeming to have made up his mind. He 
opens his cupboard and starts taking clothes out. Takes out a bag and stuffs his clothes inside. He gets out of 
his suit into comfortable clothes. He ties his shoes and zips up his bag. Checks around the room one last time 
and walks out of the door. He comes out into the garden and walks past people, trying to get out. Bhairav 
notices. BHAIRAV Where are you going? ROHAN Away... for good... (MORE)  

98. ROHAN (CONT'D) (turns to Bhairav) I’m sick of this house... I'm sick of everything. He carries on walking. 
BHAIRAV Come back Rohan... Son... Rohan stops where he is and turns around. ROHAN Don't call me that... 
You never wanted me as a son... You abandoned me, just like you're going to abandon Arjun now... Now that 
you've got your new wife and new daughter what the hell do you need me for... BHAIRAV We're family 
Rohan... all of us. talk like that. Don't 

ROHAN No we’re not... we’re not family anymore... ever since you sent me away to boarding school we’ve 
never been family... Not once in eight years did you even come and see me, or call me home... This isn’t a 
family... it’s a zoo. (pause) And you’re the head chimpanzee... Bhairav starts walking briskly towards him, 
enraged. Rohan backs away towards the gate. ROHAN And you want to know another thing? I smashed your 



car... And it gave me great pleasure doing it... Bhairav breaks into a run for Rohan. Rohan spins around, 
bumping into a guest and dropping his bag in the process. Rohan runs out of the gate, Bhairav hot on his tail. 
They chase each other down the street. It’s turned into another race, just like the morning jogs, but this time it’s 
for real. And there’s much more at stake. Rohan takes a couple of turns down streets and ends up on the main 
street. He starts running on the pavement. Bhairav is still close to him, and he’s catching up. Around them are 
cars, people, stalls. Everything blurs by. It’s almost like an obstacle course.  

99. Diving and getting out of people’s ways. Rohan moves off the pavement onto the clearer main road. 
Bhairav follows him. Rohan runs for his life, but Bhairav is slowly gaining. He almost catches up with Rohan, 
but Rohan uses all his energy and puts a little bit extra into it. His feet pound the street. He starts pulling away 
from Bhairav. A smile breaks out on his face. Bhairav loses ground. Rohan runs like the wind. Bhairav stops 
running. Rohan realises that Bhairav isn’t behind him anymore and he stops. He looks behind. Bhairav is far 
away. A huge smile breaks on Rohan’s face. He’s finally free. He raises his hands in the air like a champion 
boxer, mainly to taunt Bhairav. Bhairav stands at the end of the street and gives him a dark look. He turns and 
walks back home. Rohan sees him turn and slowly the smile fades from his face. CUT TO: Arjun, waiting in the 
garden. His eyes fill with tears. CUT TO: Rohan holds his head in his hands. After the euphoria of beating 
Bhairav, the stark truth of Arjun’s future. CUT TO: Bhairav enters the garden and drags Arjun into the house. 
He slams the door shut. Only the two of them are in the room.  

100. BHAIRAV Did you know about the car? Arjun stares at him, not knowing what to say. Bhairav starts 
unbuckling his belt. CUT TO: Rohan kicks a streetlamp in frustration. FADE OUT: The sound of thunder. 138 
EXT. STREET -- NIGHT Rain pours down in sheets. Rohan is huddled under a building entrance. He looks 
miserable. Overlap the sound of a doorbell. CUT TO: 139 INT. JIMMY’S HOUSE -- NIGHT Rashmi, dressed in 
her night clothes and looking extremely sleepy, opens the door. A drenched Rohan stands there. CUT TO: 140 
INT. JIMMY’S HOUSE -- LATER A dry Rohan sits on the couch, Jimmy next to him. The rain continues to fall 
outside. Rohan speaks slowly. ROHAN I have no idea what I’m going to do... maybe go to Bombay, maybe 
start some work here... maybe even go back to him and apologise... Maybe go back to college... maybe write, 
maybe not... He trails off. ROHAN You know what I feel really shitty about? (MORE)  

101. ROHAN (CONT'D) Arjun... I thought of him when I finished running and all my strength and happiness just 
went... Things were working out so well between us... There’s a thin layer of tears in his eyes. ROHAN They’ll 
turn him into another Bhairav in school... he’ll become hard... and unforgiving... He goes silent. Jimmy leans 
over and whispers something into Rohan's ear. Rohan looks up at him. Jimmy gets up, tousles Rohan's hair 
and goes off. CUT TO: Rohan sleeps on the couch. CUT TO: ROHAN’S DREAM: Images of the happy life he 
led, when everything was peaceful and beautiful... Holding his mother’s hand, swinging in the garden, chasing 
his mother around, sleeping with Superman... But then... The introduction of Bhairav. His mother’s death, 
leaving the house as a child. The same house transforms from a beautiful abode to a dark castle on Rohan’s 
return... Images of Rohan’s recent life swirl around in his head Apu, Jimmy, Bhairav, Amber, Bhairav, Kashyap, 
Rashmi, Bhairav, Madhavi, Bhairav, Richa, Bhairav... And Arjun... CUT TO: 141 INT. JIMMY’S HOUSE -- 
DAWN Rohan wakes up. The rain has stopped. Birds are chirping outside. The light outside is a deep blue. He 
sits up on the couch, looking dead ahead. He looks at his watch. It’s a quarter to six. Music builds up. Rohan 
gets up.  

102. He wears his shoes. He grabs a pen and paper and puts them into his pocket. Rohan quietly walks out of 
the house. CUT TO: 142 EXT. STREETS -- EARLY MORNING Rohan walks briskly. It’s a beautiful morning. 
CUT TO: 143 EXT. BHAIRAV’S HOUSE -- EARLY MORNING Rohan arrives outside Bhairav’s house. Arjun 
sits on the steps of the house. He’s all dressed up to leave. He stares into the ground. ROHAN (O.S.) Hi... 
Arjun looks up. Rohan stands in front of him. ARJUN Sir’s gone to get a taxi... ROHAN That’s alright... I’ve 
come to get you... Arjun looks puzzled. ROHAN Come on... you’re coming with me... ARJUN But Sir said to 
wait right here... ROHAN Forget what he said... If I go anywhere you’re coming with me... go get your stuff... 
Slowly, a smile breaks on Arjun’s face. He gets up and runs into the house Rohan takes out the pen and paper 
from his pocket and quickly writes a letter. Arjun comes out of the house, carrying Rohan’s bag that he had 
dropped the previous day. Rohan finishes writing the letter and folds it up.   



103. ROHAN Ready? ARJUN Ready... Rohan drops the letter on the steps of the house. He guides Arjun by 
the shoulder and they walk out of the house. Arjun is ecstatic. So is Rohan. Rohan’s voice over begins. 
ROHAN (V.O.) I’m taking Arjun with me... If he went to that boarding school he would turn into another you, 
heartless and ruthless... And I think the world can do without another you... DISSOLVE TO: 144 EXT. STREET 
-- EARLY MORNING They walk down the street. A taxi passes by, going back towards the house. Bhairav is in 
the taxi. He doesn’t notice them. 

Rohan and Arjun watch him going by, large smiles on their faces. ROHAN (V.O.) If you’re trying to understand 
why I’d suggest you stop right now... because it’s a word you’ve never known, never felt and never 
understood... love... DISSOLVE TO: 145 EXT. BHAIRAV’S HOUSE -- EARLY MORNING Bhairav reading the 
letter. ROHAN (V.O.) Don’t try to find us because if you even come close I’ll set the police on you. The hospital 
knows that he landed up there because you beat him. And that, for your information, is a criminal offence... 
DISSOLVE TO: 146 EXT. STREET -- MORNING Rohan makes a call from a PCO booth. Arjun stands next to 
him.  

104. ROHAN Anurag... DISSOLVE TO: 147 EXT. BHAIRAV’S HOUSE -- EARLY MORNING Bhairav tears up 
the letter. He throws the shredded pieces of paper. Sits on the steps of the house and holds his head in his 
hands. ROHAN (V.O.) Arjun doesn’t deserve the future you were going to give him... He doesn’t deserve 
isolation... he deserves family... he deserves to belong... he deserves a better future... DISSOLVE TO: 148 
EXT. STREETS -- MORNING The sun rises. Arjun and Rohan walk side by side on the road. Rohan extends a 
hand to Arjun, who takes it. ROHAN (V.O.) And I’m going to make sure he gets it... They walk on... Fade out.  

The End.  


